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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Lake Cochituate restoration project incorporated four major areas of
focus which include:

Water quantity and quality monitoring
Public education
Dredging of Snake Brook
Reduction of nutrients in the drainage basin and Lake Cochituate

The monitoring of water quantity and quality has been conducted by the
Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control and the United States
Geological Survey. A public education program has been conducted by the
Lake Cochituate Watershed Association. Specifications and Plans have been
prepared for the dredging of Snake Brook and that aspect of the Lake program
is currently entering the final stages of review before bids for the dredging are
requested. Two reports have been completed which explore in detail a number
of nutrient control alternatives which could be implemented. These reports
are:

• Technical Memorandum - Condition and Estimated Effectiveness of the
Pegan Brook Filter Beds. December 16, 1977. Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Quality Engineering, Division of Water Pollution
Control, Boston, Massachusetts.

• Technical Memorandum - Nutrient Budgets for Fisk Pond and South Pond
and the Impact of Nutrient Controls on the Waterbodies. August 3, 1978.
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality Engineering,
Division of Water Pollution Control, Boston, Massachusetts.

The purpose of this report is to further discuss control of nutrients and to
present the findings of a pilot rapid sand filtration test for the removal of
algae and nutrients from Lake Cochituate. Figure 1 indicates the relationship
of the various sections of the Lake Cochituate system and its drainage basin.
Figure 2 is a locus map indicating the position of the various basins of the
Lake Cochituate system.

-1-
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2.0 NUTRIENT CONTROL ALTERNATIVES

Nutrient control alternatives which have been considered at Lake Cochituate
and within its watershed include:

Point source controls
Watershed management
In-stream nutrient precipitation
Nutrient removal from Fisk Pond
Nutrient removal from South Pond
Use of Pegan Brook slow sand filters
Intermittent sand filtration
Rapid sand filtration
Full scale chemical - physical treatment

The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality Engineering (DEQE)
is continuing efforts within the watershed to locate and control any point
sources of nutrients to the tributary streams. The DEQE recently conducted
an intensive watershed sampling program under low volume dry weather
flows. The survey, conducted on July 22, 1980, evaluated the quality of base
flow water in the main stream of Beaver Brook (predominantly within the-
Town of Framingham). The general nutrient and bacteriological
concentrations found in the July sampling are higher than typical urban runoff
quality. The Boston Metropolitan District Commission is completing an
infiltration-inflow analysis of the Framingham sewer system. Additional work
by Haley and Ward has also been conducted on the Farm Pond interceptor
which passes through a large portion of the Lake Cochituate watershed. It is
not the direct purpose of an I/I analysis to seek out cross connections within a
sewerage system, nor were any reported in the MDC study. The determination
of the presence of any such cross connections or other illegal connections to
the storm sewer system would involve a detailed storm sewer survey. The
sanitary and storm sewers within Framingham are separate systems.

The watershed for Fisk Pond which includes Course Brook and Beaver Dam
Brook contains the following percentages of land usage:

Urban 36%
Forest 49%
Agricultural 6%
Other 8%

(land fills; borrow pits; cemeteries; recreational lands; open space; and
open marshes)

While 49 percent of the drainage basin is forested, more than half of this is in
the headwater areas of either Beaver Brook or Course Brook. The 36 percent
of urban lands are located along the two streams and the Lake itself. This
proximity does not allow sufficient renovation of surface water before it
reaches the Lake. Since the South Pond receives approximately 80 percent of
its water from Fisk Pond and hence, the highly developed areas of
Framingham, watershed management is as necessary as the control of point

-4-
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sources of pollution. However, it is also reasonable to expect that with the
best efforts of watershed management in effect that non-point source
pollution through urban runoff will continue to be a major contributor of
nutrients to the Lake and algae blooms will continue to be experienced. In
consideration of the proximity of the industrial and urban centers of
Framingham and Natick to receiving streams and Lake Cochituate, a
centralized water treatment facility is considered the most positive technique
to improve water quality for Lake restoration.

The following discussions provide a synopsis of assessments which have been
conducted on the Lake and provide a basis for comparisons in terms of cost*
effectiveness, and adverse environmental impacts.

2.1 Instream Nutrient Precipitation

The alternative of instream nutrient stripping was considered for the two
major tributaries entering Fisk Pond. Beaver Dam Brook carries water from
the urban and industrial area of Framingham as well as urban areas of portions
of Natick. With the exception of some headwater sections, there are virtually
no natural areas remaining on Beaver Dam Brook.

The second tributary considered is Course Brook which drains additional urban
and industrial areas of Framingham plus agricultural and urban areas of
Sherborn and Natick. Instream nutrient removal in either stream alone would
be insufficient for the removal of a sufficient amount of nutrients. Therefore,
two separate chemical feed facilities are necessary and the total cost was
found to be approximately $65,000.00 capital expenditure and $70,000.00
annual operation and maintenance for each unit (in 1978 dollars).

A principle drawback with continual injection of coagulant to a natural stream
without provisions for capture of the flocculant are the long-term impacts to
biota in downstream areas and the settlement of the flocculant once it enters

*Fisk Pond. Because extreme difficulties would be encountered in dredging
Fisk Pond for removal of the settled flocculant, the alternative to use
in-stream nutrient precipitation was not considered feasible.

2.2 In Situ Nutrient Removal from Fisk Pond

At the present time, Fisk Ponds acts as a large settling basin at the base of
the Lake Cochituate chain, and to some degree also acts as a stabilization
lagoon where nutrients are incorporated into biomass, principally in the form
of very dense blooms of blue-green algae. Removal of nutrients in Fisk Pond
would involve an in situ application of a coagulant to precipitate the nutrients
and algae. During the nutrient budget evaluations, it was found that Fisk Pond
has a very fast flushing rate (less than one week in June) and if the
applications were to be conducted by boat they would have to be repeated
almost on a weekly basis. The average summer retention time within Fisk
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Pond can be doubled to nearly one and one-half weeks by the installation of a
flow diversion curtain. The cost of such flow diversion materials was
estimated at $21,700.00 in 1979. Each application by boat would cost
$7,447.00 for manpower and materials. With detailed water quality monitoring
costs included and six applications of chemical, the total cost in 1979 was
estimated at $74,000.00 per summer. Although in situ nutrient removal of this
nature appears to be a reasonably viable alternative, it is also one which would
be manpower- and cost-intensive. It is of limited potential because of its
absolute requirement for close monitoring and its repetetive nature.

As a sub-alternative to this technique for removing nutrients from Fisk Pond
before water enters the South Pond, it would also be possible to construct a
major chemical feed facility with continual injection to water within Fisk
Pond. The capital costs for such a facility would be in excess of $130,000.00
with operation and maintenance costs of approximately $140,000.00. The
facility could provide treatment to flows of 8 mgd (average flows during the
month of June, but higher flows (either storm-related instances or spring
flows) would pass untreated.

With either of these alternatives, the fate of the flocculant is of concern. At
the present time, the hypolimnion of South Pond is a highly reduced
environment and anoxic. It is entirely possible that flocculant could enter the
South Pond and precipitate into the hypolimnion. This would be particularly
true for the continual application of a coagulant since the process would take
place year round and be more subject to washout from Fisk Pond than with
periodic treatments during the growing season.

Additionally, in time there will be an accumulation of flocculant in Fisk Pond
which will reduce the Pond volume, further increase, flushing, and require
removal. Dredging of this Pond would be very expensive and the availability
of a suitable disposal areas(s) is extremely limited. When one considers the
cost effectiveness of such an undertaking, a centralized physical or chemical
water treatment facility becomes a more reasonable long-term alternative.

2.3 Nutrient Removal from South Pond

The application of a chemical coagulant, most likely aluminum sulfate, to the
waters of South Pond has been evaluated and is considered to be a reasonable
short-term lake management alternative. It would be directed at the effects
of enrichment rather than toward the causes of the nutrients. The application
of a coagulant is feasible from a hydraulic and biological standpoint. In the
nutrient budget evaluations, algae laden water entering the South Pond from
Fisk Pond was approximately equivalent to 82 percent of the volume of the
epilimnion of the South Pond. (This figure may be revised subsequent to site
specific water flow volumes from the USGS). Therefore, even with a
successful application of chemical and clear water resulting, there would be a
continual infusion of dense algae laden water from Fisk Pond which ultimately
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would require retreatment. If the coagulant were applied in mid-June, a
repeat application may be necessary in July and another in August. A risk is
encountered, however, in that a single storm of higher than average magnitude
could contribute enough water to South Pond to eliminate any benefits from
the application. As with the application of algicides to subdue the growth of
algae, the topical application of a chemical coagulant to the South Pond is
smaller than that which would be used in Fisk Pond and does not impose a
significant impact to the hypolimnion. In the interim, while evaluations are
being conducted about which water treatment process to implement, seasonal
application of coagulant is a recommended alternative.

2.4 Nutrient Reduction by Water Filtration Techniques

Three techniques have been analyzed in this project through which a reduction
in the input of nutrients to Lake Cochituate may be accomplished. These
include slow sand filtration, intermittent sand filtration, and rapid sand
filtration. Use of the Pegan Brook slow sand filters has been considered and
the results of the analyses have been reported in the Technical Memoranda
cited previously.

During that study, laboratory scale column tests were conducted using sand
from the Pegan Filters. The results of those analyses indicate that although
considerable removal of bacteria, suspended solids, and algae can take place
through slow sand filtration, the technique will not remove enough nutrient
material (i.e. phosphorus) to make the refurbishment of the filters effective.
It was additionally cited in the report that analyses at the University of
Massachusetts also indicated that at the optimal phosphorus removal capacity
of New England soils (with secondary effluent as the input) the resulting
phosphorus concentrations in the effluent were approximately 0.03 mg/1. This
concentration is too high to accomplish the necessary reduction of nutrients at
Lake Cochituate.

Although physical filtration will remove nutrients from water, the removal
will be more of particulate materials than in removal of dissolved materials.
The efficiency of slow sand filters for nutrient removal has never been
demonstrated in terms of concentration of nutrients of influent waters and the
nutrient concentrations of effluent waters. Of principle concern is that while
algae can be trapped on a filter bed, the schmutzdecke must be allowed to dry
before removal. In the process of cake formation, considerable loss of trapped
nutrients would take place from the dying algae. Additionally, the
Environmental Protection Agency (Harris, e^£L'» 1978) found that intermittent
sand filtration would provide considerable removal of nutrients, but, the
removals were not significant in relation to what is necessary for natural
waters.

After careful review. of information relating to the nutrient removal
capabilities of other sand filtration processes (intermittent sand filtration and
rapid sand filtration) it was decided that short of a full scale
physical-chemical treatment facility, rapid sand filtration should be
considered in detail. Accordingly, a pilot rapid sand filtration test was
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conducted. The results of the analyses are presented in Attachment A which
was prepared by Camp Dresser & McKee Inc.

2.4.1 Nutrient Removal Through Rapid Sand Filtration

Since the data available prior to the commencement of the pilot test did not
contain information about the nutrient removal efficiency of rapid sand
filtration, a computer search was conducted. The results of the computer
search are contained in Attachment A. Data indicate that rapid sand
filtration removes considerable quantities of algae, particularly the
filamentous bluegreens such as Anabaena species.

The water in Fisk Pond has been found to contain approximately 66 percent of
particulate phosphorus (ratio of ortho phosphorus to total phosphorus). It has
been determined that a target concentration of total phsophorus in the South
Pond would be approximately or less than 0.02 mg/1 (Memorandum: Alan
VanArsdale, June 13, 1979). This target could theoretically be attained if all
the particulate phosphorus could be removed. However, between the target
concentration and existing concentrations of phosphorus, there can be very
little variability in effectiveness of treatment. A feature of rapid sand
filtration which makes the process attractive is that algae trapped in and on
the filter medium would be routinely removed through a backwash cycle and
would therefore minimize the loss of nutrients through decay of algae.

The principle determinations to be made in the pilot test, therefore, were to
re-assess the effectiveness of rapid sand filtration in removing algae in natural
waters, and to determine the effectiveness of the process in removing
nutrients.

The pilot test was conducted in early September, 1979, and determinations of
algae density and size were conducted on both influent and effluent water.
Total phosphorus, dissolved phosphorus, ammonia nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen,
total iron, and total dissolved solids were also measured in influent and
effluent water. In the conditions under which the pilot test was conducted,
little removal of algae took place and accordingly there was little removal of
nutrients. When the test began, the first runs were made with a moderate
algae bloom in the Lake. The data for these runs indicated a 48 percent to 66
percent reduction of total phosphorus. Inorganic nitrogen was essentially
unchanged between the influent and effluent. Following the first few runs, the
weather became unseasonably cool. A heavy storm passed through the region,
and the algae population underwent a dramatic decline. The data from that
point on became erratic and little removal of algae and/or nutrients was
accomplished. Although the mean cell size of the algae being filtered in the
later runs were of an order of magnitude larger than the effective pore space
in the filter medium, no removal was found.

The tests, therefore, cannot offer any conclusive information regarding the
effectiveness of the filtration technique for overall nonchemically-assisted
algae and nutrient removal. They may, however, suggest some heretofore
unknown limitations of the technique in algae and nutrient removal from
natural waters.
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2.5 Chemical-Physical Water Treatment

The Massachusetts Department of Public Health reports that there are few, if
any, water treatment facilities which do not use chemical addition before the
rapid filtration process (Rondeau, Personal Communication). The ability to
remove algae, other suspended solids, and BOD through chemical and physical
water treatment is firmly established and for many water treatment facilities
has become the treatment technique of choice.

To determine the effectiveness of a typical water treatment facility in
nutrient removal from raw water using the addition of alum and removing the
floe with rapid filtration, samples of influent and treated effluent from the
Burlington, Massachusetts water treatment facility have been analyzed. The
results are in Table 1.

Such a treatment process at Lake Cochituate would accomplish the necessary
water quality requirements but add significantly to the cost of the project.

A more advanced state-of-the-art form of chemical-physical water treatment
is the use of High Gradient Magnetic Filtration (HGMF). While high gradient
magnetic separators have been used since the late 19th century, most of the
early activity was directed toward the separation of ferromagnetic materials
from other materials not considered magnetic. Over the last few years, the
application of magnetic fields to the separation of the weaker paramagnetic
materials has rapidly expanded. Moreover, by seeding a mix with magnetite,
non-magnetic materials may be removed due either to sorbtion of particles
onto the magnetite or sorbtion of magnetite onto the particles.

Table 1

ANALYSIS OF WATER AT THE
BURLINGTON WATER TREATMENT FACILITY

Influent Effluent

Alkalinity* - phth 0.00 0.00
- Total 25.80 6.6

Iron* - - Total 0.05 0.05
Ammonia Nitrogen* 0.005 0.004
Nitrate Nitrogen* 0.28 0.26
Dissolved Phosphorus* 0.001 0.001
Total Phosphorus* 0.020 0.010
pH 7.10 5.8
Suspended Solids* 3.00 0.40
Dissolved Solids* 164.00 177.0
Specific Conductance** 330.00 370.0

*mg/l
** ^mhos/cm

-9-
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In experiments at. the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, JMCA and
Dr. Ralph Mitchell of Harvard University found that magnetite will sorb to
plankton to give plankton-free water after passage through a magnetic
separator. Physical damage to the plankton appeared to be minimal. Since
this technique also removes 99.9 percent of the bacteria, it would seem a
useful method for fouling retardation and water screening. Bitton, Fox, and
Strickland (1976) found HGMF to be highly effective in removing algae from
Florida Lakes. Bitton, Mitchell, Latour, and Maxwell (1974) reported HGMF
removed phosphorus from the Charles River in Massachusetts (see Table 2). In
the experiments reported in the following tabulation, alum was added with
magnetite to the water and then processed through the magnetic filter.

. Table 2

' REMOVAL OF PHOSPHATE FROM THE CHARLES RIVER WATER

Phosphate concentration Phosphate concentration
before magnetic after magnetic

filtration filtration

1 34 4
2 220 20
3 320 40

The utilization of HGMF has become a routine application of water treatment
technology and the EPA has determined that it is of equal cost-effectiveness
to typical chemical and physical water treatment process. It does provide,
however, more removal of other minerals than the conventional chemical and
physical processes.

To determine the effectiveness of this type of chemical-physical water
treatment on Fisk Pond, a bench scale pilot test of HGMF was conducted
during June, 1980. In the analysis, water from Fisk Pond was chemically
treated and the floe removed with a High Gradient Magnetic Filtration
mechanism. The results of the three tests and the testing conditions are
presented in Table 3. Based on the results of these tests, it appears that under
laboratory conditions very good phosphorus removal is possible with HGMF.
The process also offers trace metal removal on iron as indicated in Table 3 as
well as the reductions of the other metals indicated below (Allen et al., 1977).

-10-



Table 3

LY ASS
MAGNETIC FILTRATION OF FISK POND WATER

RESULTS OF CHEMICALLY ASSISTED HIGH GRADIENT 2

Parameter Raw Water - Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3
Fisk Pond

Turbidity NTU 2.80 0.90 0.70 1.00
Alkalinity - phth* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

- Total* 29.10 13.60 15.00 13.30
Iron - Total* 0.45 0.18 0.20 0.22
Ammonia Nitrogen* 0.14 0.18 0.06 0.09
Nitrate Nitrogen* 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.04
Kjeldahl Nitrogen* 0.93 0.79
Dissolved Phosphorus* 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01

i Total Phosphorus* 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.008
£ pH 7.40 6.70 6.80 6.80
' Total Solids* 76.00 79.70 82.70 62.70

Suspended Solids* 4.00 0.70 0.70 0.70
Dissolved Solids* 72.00 79.00 82.00 62.00
Specific Conductance ^mhos/cm 218 240 232 235
Fecal Coliform Bacteria/100 ml ND 40 ND ND
Total Coliform Bacteria/100 ml 10 270 ND ND

TREATMENT CONDITIONS

Chemical Additions
Alum Dosage - 40 40
MVR Dosage . 50
91AP Dosage 0.2 0.2
Herco 1031 Dosage — ~ 0.5
Magnetite 100 100 100
Flow Rate (gpm) 3.6 3.6 3.6
Magnetic Strength (kilogauss) 4 4 • 4

*mg/l
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Metal Average %
Reduction

(Range)

Cd 43
Cr 41
Cu 53
Pb (0-67)
Hg 71
Ni (0-67)
Zn 84

The relative effectiveness of sewage treatment processes is presented in Table
4. It is clear that in order to limit the degradation of Lake Cochituate, the
reduction of nutrients through some type of water purification process is
necessary. At the present time, the likely type will be chemical-physical
treatment of Fisk Pond water before the water enters the South Pond. A
schematic flow diagram for a 14 mgd HGMF water treatment facility is
presented in Figure 3.

2.6 Other Nutrient Control Atlernatives

In addition to the preceding water treatment techniques, an assessment of
several state-of-the-art treatment alternatives was also conducted and
included:

Individual stormwater outfall treatment devices
Swirl Separator
Helical Bend Regulator
Teacup Solids Separator

Individual treatment of stormwater outfalls was evaluated in order to
determine if sufficient water quality improvements are effected through the
use of such techniques, and to assess any advantage either in cost or
effectiveness compared to a centralized water treatment facility. During
1973, Carranza and Bemben (1973) studied the effectiveness of such a device
to remove turbidity, color, iron, phosphorus, ammonia nitrogen, suspended
solids, and coliform bacteria. The device tested was a steel barrel containing
a trash rack, flow disperser, and graded filter medium consisting of sand,
gravel, and activated carbon with gravel as the underdrain material. The
report indicated that first flush flow volumes of 0.25 cfs could be
accommodated in the device. It would be a simple step to increase the size of
the unit to accept higher flows). Results of the analyses on the influent and
effluent water indicated the following removals:

-12-
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Table 4

RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES OF SEWAGE TREATMENT
OPERATION AND PROCESS*

% Removal

SUSPENDED
TREATMENT PROCESS SOLIDS COD

High Gradient Magnetic
Separation** 88-95 60-75

Chlorination of Raw or
Settled Sewage — —

Plain Sedimentation 40-70 20-35

Chemical Precipitation 70-90 40-70

Trickling Filtration
Preceded and Followed by
Plain Sedimentation 50-92 50-80

Activated Sludge Treatment 55-95 70-80

* G. M. Fair, J .C. Geyer, and D. A. Okun, Water Purification

COLIFORM
BACTERIA

99-99.9

90-95

35-75

40-80

90-95

90-98

and Water
Treatment and Disposal, Vol. 2, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1968, pp.
21-72.

** Average percent removals for all Pilot Plant and Bench Tests done on raw
sewage by Sala Magnetics, Cambridge, MA.

Source: Allen etaL, 1977.

-
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Parameter Influent Quality Effluent Quality
(raw water)

Turbidity 25 JTU 6.5 JTU
Color 70 15
Total iron 1.1 mg/1 0.3 mg/1
Total phosphorus 0.23 mg/1 • 0.03 mg/1
Ammonia nitrogen 0.90 mg/1 0.05 mg/1
Suspended solids 42.0 mg/1 8.5 mg/1
Coliform bacteria 960/100 ml 43/100 ml

While removal was considerable, 87 percent for total phosphorus, the resulting
effluent concentration is still higher than that required for the restoration of
Lake Cochituate. Additionally, while the project was innovative in design, it
has not been proven under full field operational conditions. Nor have the full
costs of a scaled-up model and the operational and maintenance costs been
determined. Disposal of the spent activated carbon may be of concern since
the material will also entrap other trace metals.

The remaining three new devices, swirl separator, Helical Bend Regulator, and
the Teacup Solids Separator, will provide reasonable removals of BOD and
suspended solids. However, the operational data from these devices lacks
information on nutrient removal efficiencies.

Should a chemical and physical treatment process be adopted at Lake
Cochituate, HGMF is the recommended technique to provide the nutrient
removal.

-15-
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3.0 REQUIRED TREATMENT VOLUMES

Regardless of the selected treatment alternative, a requisite volume of
influent water must be treated. With Fisk Pond acting as a stabilization pond,
it would be most desirable to obtain the water from this source before it
enters the South Pond. Depending on land requirements, the treatment
facility would either be located adjacent to Fisk Pond or on the old Pegan
Brook filters.

The monthly flow volumes from Course Brook and Beaver Dam Brook have
been determined by the U.S. Geological Survey from gages which operated
continually during water year 1978. Although the highest total influent
volume occurred in Jaunary (approximately 27 mgd), it is more reasonable to
plan for the treatment of April flows (11 mgd), since these waters are still in
the Lake system when algae growth begins. As flow volumes decrease (May,
1.95 mgd; June, 3.0 mgd; July, 1.96 mgd; August, 3.34 mgd; and September 1.6
mgd) the operation of the facility can either be decreased or additional
makeup water can be pumped from the hypolimnion of the South Pond (which
itself is in certain need of improvement).

The incorporation of water from Pegan Brook and the intercept ditch into the
treatment process should also be considered. These volumes .are low in
comparison to those from Fisk Pond. Pegan Brook flows could be allowed to
flow into the South Pond untreated during April and then used as makeup
volumes to the treatment facility in May and subsequent months.

The final determination of the actual annual water balance for the Lake
Cochituate system is being conducted by the Geological Survey and until the
volumes observed during 1977 and 1978 are normalized for average annual
conditions (or ranged), the actual determination of required treatment volumes
will be provisional.

-16-
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4.0 COSTS FOR A HIGH GRADIENT
MAGNETIC FILTRATION FACILITY (HGMF)

The anticipated costs for the alternative nutrient control techniques for Lake
Cochituate exclusive of HGMF have been included previously with the
discussions of the applicability of each.

The capital cost estimates for a 14 mgd HGMF treatment facility at Lake
Cochituate are summarized as follows:

Subsystem Estimated Installed Cost

Feed Pumping and Piping to Process Plant $ 300,000
Flocculation Train and Chemical Feed (MVR) 305,000
SALA-HGMF® High Gradient Magentic Filters 592,000
Sackflushing 85,000
Filter Piping and Valving 315,000
Thickening and De-watering 159,000
Electrical 82,000
Automatic Process Control and Monitoring 155,000
Force Main/Pumping Station 600,000
Physical Plant Construction 268,000

Subtotal 2,861,000

Construction Contingent (§115% 339,000

Subtotal 3,200,000

Engineering and Administration (a) 15% 390,000

Total Estimated Costs $3,590,000

Siting of the treatment facility closer to Fisk Pond rather than on the Pegan
Brook filter beds would contribute to a reduction in cost for the force main
and pumping station. Because of HGMF treatment facilities utilize
approximately 30 percent of the area conventional treatment facilities
occupy, it is possible that such a facility could be located along West Central
Street near the inlet to the South Pond (property ownership and utililty
rights-of-way notwithstanding).

Refurbishment of the interceptor ditch and the Pegan Brook impoundment will
cost approximately $370,000 in present dollars. Therefore, the total capital
costs for the project are estimated to be $4 million. Treatability evaluations
which must precede detailed design are expected to cost $70,000.00.
Operation and maintenance costs are summarized below based on an average
treated volume of 8.3 mgd and a peak flow of 14 mgd.

-17-
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Chemical
MVR 50 mg/i
Polyelectrolyte
Miscellaneous

Total Chemical

Electrical at 24 kW

Operator Labor 24 h/day

Maintenance
Mechanical
Electrical
Physical Plant

TOTAL

lual at Average
of 8.3 mgd

$158,000
27,800
5,000

190,800

81,500

131,400

$/100 gallons
treated

0.052
O.OD92
0.0017

0.0629

0.0269

0.0434

44,000

$447,700

0.0145

0.148

If influent water to the South Pond were treated only April through September
(approximately 4 mgd average) O&M costs then would, be approximately
$225,000.00.

A comparison of water treatment costs of various process trains including
HGMF is contained in Table 5.

Table 5

COMPARISON OF WATER TREATMENT COSTS FOR CSO

Treatment Process

High Gradient Magnetic Separation

Physical Chemical Treatment

Dual Media Filtration with Polyelectrolyte

Rotating Biological Contactor

Contact Stabilization

High Rate Trickling Filtration

Dissolved Air Flotation with Fine Screening

Microstrainers

Source: Allen (1978)

-18-

Operation and Maintenance
$/10QO gallons

$ 0.137

0.187

0.169

0.05?

0.058

0.073

0.079

0.0023
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Results of the Lake Cochituate Rapid Sand Filtration Pilot Plant Study are not
entirely conclusive, but indicate that rapid sand filtration alone is not an
effective process for reduction of algal nutrients from natural waters. The
short detention time (less than 30 minutes) associated with this process does
not provide adequate time for biological uptake. It appears the nutrient
removal rate can be improved significantly by the addition of chemical
coagulants. However, this would significantly increase the anticipated
operations and maintenance costs associated with a full scale operation.

The algal removal results reported here are not representative of the results
reported by others. We suspect that the data collected is not representative
of the overall performance of the process when operated under normal
conditions.

Because the data continue to indicate the best technology to be applied is full
chemical and physical treatment, it is recommended that detailed
consideration be given to the use of chemically-assisted water treatment
technology at Lake Cochituate. It is also recommended that detailed
consideration be given to the utilization of High Gradient Magentic Filtration
as the best available process.

The ability of HGMF to remove phosphorus and other minerals from raw water
has been demonstrated. However, it is mandatory that treatability evaluations
be conducted prior to full scale design, since many of the design parameters
are determined through these evaluations. It is recommended that the
treatability evaluations be conducted through a mobile trailer to be
established at Fisk Pond and operated for a minimum of 4 months. During this
time, treatability evaluations should include optimal backflush technique,
backflush velocity, time and pressure requirements, matrix cleaning and sludge
evaluations, minimum residence time required, and optimal chemical addition
sequence. As a minimum, profiling of influent and effluent water quality
should include:

Turbidity Nitrate nitrogen
Iron Ammonia nitrogen
Alkalinity Kjeldahl nitrogen
pH Dissolved solids
Total phosphorus Total solids
Dissolved phosphorus Suspended solids
Fecal coliform bacteria Specific conductance
Total coliform bacteria Microscopic plankton analysis

It is recommended that no further consideration be given to the refurbishment
of the Pegan Brook slow sand filters. Should the Division wish to consider
further rapid sand filtration, it is recommended that the pilot units used for
future work be similar to the plexiglas column used in this study. This allows
the monitoring of head loss and removal efficiency as a function of filter
depth.

-19-
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A. Introduction

Plants require significant amounts of nutrients, primarily phosphorus and

nitrogen, in order to sustain growth. This is equally true for aquatic

plants as for terrestrial forms. Indeed, research (Whipple, 1927) has

shown that given suitable growing conditions the annual productivity In one

surface acre of water can be equivalent to that produced on one acre of

cultivated land. Floating aquatic plants such as algae must rely for

nutrients on that immediately available in the surrounding water column to

sustain growth. Rooted plants (macrophytes) can also utilize nutrients

available in bottom deposits. At the end of their life cycle aquatic

plants tend to sink to the benthos and, during anaerbic decomposition,

release to the overlying water column much of the nutrients taken in during

the growing season, thus making them available for future growing seasons.

This seasonal recycling of nutrients accounts in part for how a seemingly

limited amount of nutrients in land-locked water bodies can support sub-

sequent generations of aquatic plant life. When present in excessive

amounts, aquatic vegetation can part unacceptable levels of taste, odor and

color which tend to limit the usefulness of the water body as a potential

water supply or source of recreation. Once conditions for excessive plant

growth occur it Is difficult to reverse the process. Even if future

nutrient loads entering such a water body are controlled, it is possible

that the seasonal recycling of existing nutrients may prove sufficient to

support excessive amounts of plant growth.

The purpose of this feasibility study was to test the effectiveness of a

conventional water treatment process (sand filtration) in controlling water

quality problems associated with excessive growth In a eutrophied water

body (Lake Cochituate). The study was conducted as part of a state-wide

lake restroatlon program administered by the Massachusetts Division of

Water Pollution Control and funded in part by federal grants provided under

Section 314 of PL 95-217.

The primary objective of the feasibility study was: to assess the poten-

tial algal and nutrient removal efficiency and related water quality bene-

fits that may be achieved by rapid sand filters. Potential operational

problems and cost considerations associated with such a process are

discussed in an appendix to this report. Before operations commenced a

review of the literature was performed in order to assess the results of

similar analyses and to incorporate these findings into this study. The

results of this literature search are provided in an appendix and are sum-

marized 1n the following section.



Results of Literture Sejrch

Whipple (1927) noted that the study of water- filtration from the standpoint

of algal real involves a consideration of both the effect of filtration

upon the microorganisms and the Influence of algae upon filtration. With

modern methods of reservoir control, Whipple concluded that the latter was

often the more important of the two. Marshall and Hiddlebrooks (1974) have

noted that much of the research to date on algal filtration has been pri-

marily on a theoretical and experimental basis and related to filter design

considerations for wastewater treatment.

Ives (1961) used radioactive algae in filtration experiments using pres-

surized flows in order to develop equations which relate specific depo-

sits (volume of deposit per unit of filter volume), the filter coefficient

(measure of a given sand to remove a suspended matter) and sand depth and

size. Artifically cultured algae (Chlorella sp. and Scenedesmus sp.) were

removed by sands ranging in effective size from 0.11 nun (0.0043 inch) to

0.14 mm (0.0055 Inch) at a depth of 60 cm (24 inches). Ives found that as

the specific deposit at the surface of the filter increased rapidly with

time, but the amount of the deposit decreased rapidly with respect to depth

into the filter. At a depth of 10 to 12 cm (4.5 inches) the specific depo-

sit was observed to Teach a near constant state with time. Ives found that

as the specific deposit increased, the filter coefficient increased to a

maximum point and then diminished to zero. Ives observed, however, that

under normal operation the filter would clog before zero removal is

experienced. More recent work has reinforced these findings. Folkroan and

Hachs (1970) noted similar characteristics in filtration studies using sta-

bil ization pond effluent. In addition it was also reported that certain

algae (Chlorella sp.) have the ability to divide and multiply in the dark

and that the average cell diameter and size distribution of the algae tend

to decrease.

Concurrently, as cell diameter decreases so does filter efficiency which

Indicates the importance of the characteristics of algae being filtered.

Camp and Heserve (1974) report that algal penetration is significantly

greater in rapid sand filters than in slow sand filters because of the

larger grain size and the higher filter rate. Pore constructions in a sand

filter are reported to be about one tenth the size of the grains. In a

rapid sand filter using a standard (0.5 mm) grain the size of the pore

construction is about 50 urn. Thus, some algae with relatively small cell

diameters (Chlorella, 2-10 urn and Scenedesmus, 7 to 10 urn) may pass

through. Similarly algae such as Tabellaria (4 to 16 um by 20 to 80 uin)

will tend to collect near the surface of the filter, while Anabaena,

Asterionella, Fragilaria, Synura and Synedra will tend to collect in, and

on, the top layer of sand. Borchardt and O'Melia (1961) performed filtra-

tion studies using cultures of Anabena, Ankistrodesmus and Scenedesmus.

Removal efficiency was observed to vary with grain size and produced

results in general agreement with those of Ives regarding the interrela-

tionship between time, filter coefficient and specific deposit. Another

example of algal characteristics noted by Borchardt was that the strinyy

Anaebena afforded consistently better removals than that obtained when

filtering the smaller and more compact Ankistrodesmus.

'The results of the literature search suggest that filtration can be an

effective In removing algae. The precise effectiveness of a given sand

filter system depends on a number of factors including filter characters



(such as grain size, loading rate and filter life) as well as charac-

teristics related to the specific algae. The following sections report on

the results of a pilot filter study conducted on Lake Cochituate In eastern

Massachusetts.

B, description^ the Study Area

The site selected for the pilot plant study was Lake Cochituate, a lake

which is located about IB miles west of Boston- Lake Cochituate (Figure 1)

is not a single body of water but rather a chain of three individual water

bodies extending along a north-south axis. As such, the system has a com-

bined surface area of 776 acres and a total drainage area of 18.7 square

miles. Lake Cochituate served as a water supply to Boston from 1&46 to

1931. During its 83 years of servfce the water level in the reservoir was

raised twice (8 feet In 1848 and an additional 2 feet in 1859) which

resulted in a maximum depth of 72 feet. Two adjacent ponds were connected

to this system: (1) Dudley Pond, situated northeast of LaV.e CochUuate,

having a surface area of 81 acres and a capacity of 250 million gallons;

and (2) Dug (formerly Wausamug) Pond situated to the south, which has a

surface area of 44 acres and a total capacity of 150 million gallons. The

Lake Cochituate Reservoir system had a total combined capacity of 2.242

billion gallons. The system was connected to the-Chestnut Hill Reservoir

by a 13.7 mile aqueduct. Both Dudley and Dug Ponds have since been

reverted to their original natural drainage: Dudley Pond to the Sudbury

River and Dug Pond to the Charles River. Because of Its former use as a

water supply extensive historical records of water quality in Lake

Cochituate were kept. Daily and weekly sampling was conducted during most

of its 83 years of service. Figure 2 (Whlpple, 1927) depicts seasonal and

annual variations in Diatoms and Blue-green algae populations observed in

Lake Cochituate between 1901 and 1905. Lake Cochitate exhibited symptoms

-of advancing eutraphicatfon before the turn of the century, but water

quality was observed to decline most rapidly in fairly recent times-

Lake Cochituate was among the first water bodies in the nation to employ

structural measures to control urban runoff. In 1893 a series of settling
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ponds and sand filter beds were constructed at the mouth of Pegan Brook in

order to remove runoff pollution originating In the mill areas of Natick.

The sand filters continued in operation until the facility was finally

abandoned in 1945. It is the existence of the abandoned sand fi lters and

their potential use for lake restoration that prompted the pilot study.

The following section describes the pilot plant operations.

C. Description of Pilot Plant Operations

The site (Figure 3) selected for the pilot plant study is located in a

small cove on eastern shore of South Pond on property owned by the United

States Army Natick Research and Development Gormand. The site was situated

adjacent to a parking lot located directly behind Building 19, the base

power plant. Electrical power, external lighting and potable water was

provided by the U.S. Army through arrangements made with the facilities

engineer, Mr. Henry Heisgold. The location provided easy access to the

lake, adequate parking for vehicles, and also good security. Site prepara-

tion consisted of clearing away tall grass and brush from a 10 ft by 10 ft

area near the shoreline and leveling the site with crushed stone and sand.

An adjacent out-building (which houses an unused Intake pump for the power

plant) was used during the study to provide the necessary electrical power,

external lighting and also to store spare parts, materials and supplies.

Description of the Rapid Sand Filters

The pilot plant (Figure 3} consisted of two separate rapid sand filters.

The first unit consisted of a free standing 14 gauge fabricated steel tank,

3 feet in diameter and 6 feet in height. A watertight cleanout port was

Installed at a height of 2-1/2 ft from the base of the unit. The under-

draln system consisted of an expanded steel "diamond mesh" flooring sup-

ported about 4 inches above the base and overlain with a double layer of

common aluminum house screening. A 2 inch flexible hose conveyed the

effluent by gravity from the base of unit to a weir where flow was moni-

tored. The Interior of the unit was painted with a lead free paint in

order to reduce rusting.



The second unit consisted of a 0.4 foot (12.19 centimeter) diameter 3/16

Inch plexiglas column, 6 feet 1n length. Sampling ports were Installed at

0.4 foot Intervals along the entire length of the column. The underdrain

system consisted of a 2 inch thick disc of man-made porous media with a 1/2

inch exit port located in the center of the base plate. The plexiglas

column was supported on a wood stand and was attached to a 4 ft x 4 ft

sheet of 1/4 inch plywood which was mounted on the side of the first unit.

Flexible tubing from each sampling port were mounted in a parallel array

vertically along the plywood backing. A grid system was placed behind the

tubing array In order to facilitate headloss readings.

The flow to both units was supplied by a single 3/4 hp pump with a total

rated capaci tyof jO gpm, TDH of 25 feet. The pump was fitted with a dual

manifold discharge with a valve arrangement which allowed the flow rate to

either unit to be regulated independently. The pump intake system

(Figure 3) consisted of a 2 inch diameter flexible hose. The Intake mouth

was suspended from a float so that it remained 4 inches below the surface

of the lake at all times. The float was anchored in a given location with

a 35 pound weight. The whole intake arrangement could be manually trans-

ported from one location to another fairly easily. During the study the

intake was located at two alternate sites each approximately 20 feet from

the shoreline of the cove in waters having a total depth ranging between 3

and 5 feet.

The various filter media used in the pilot studies are summarized below:

Type

1. Sand

Z. Sand

3. Anthracite

Effective

Size (mm)

0.37

0.5

1.0

Uniformity

Coefficient

2.5

1.5

1.6

Estimated pore

Construction

40

50

100

(urn)

A total of seven separate experiments were conducted between September 17

and October 11, 1979 using the media described above. Table 1 provides a

summary description of the Individual tests performed. The first two

filter runs used the fabricated steel tank unit with a filter bed con-

sisting of 2 feet of sand No. 1 (effective size of 0.37, U.C. of 2.5).

Each of the two experiments ran continuously for about three days. Hourly

measurements of flow through the filter bed were kept. Daily influent and

effluent samples were collected for analysis of nutrient and algal content.

The remaining five experiments employed the plexiglas column using a filter

bed of either sand (effective size of 0.5 mm) or mixed media consisting of

both sand and anthracite. The runs using the plexiglas column were con-

siderably shorter and were generally completed in one day. Runs 4 and 5

involved successive backwashlng of the filter bed in order to assess the

recovery rate in removal efficiency. During run 6 samples were collected

at various depths 1n the sand bed in order to assess the relationship bet-

ween filter depth and removal efficiency. Run 7 employed a dual media bed

consisting of 18 inches of anthracite overlain with 8 inches of sand

(effective size of 0.5 mm).
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Table 1. SUMMARY OF PILOT PLANT OPERATIONS

Filter Filter Run Flow, gpm/ft
Run No. Date Unit MejJia_ Length(HR) Initial Final Comments

Sept 17-21 Steel Tank Sand 62
(0.39mm)

2 Sept 26-29 Steel tank Sand 71
(0.39wn)

3 Sept 27-28 Plexiglas Sand 16
Column (0.5mm)

Oct 2 Plexiglas Sand
Column (0.5mn)

5 Oct 3 Plexiglas Sand
Column {0.5mm)

Oct 4-6 Plexiglas Sand
Column (0.5mm)

7 Oct 11 Plexiglas Sand 5.5
Column (0.5mm)

and anthracite
(1.0mm)

0.97 0.215

0.90 0.33

7.3 1.6

14.3 4,7

14.3 S.9

12.7 7,2

15 4.6

Backwash experiment

Backwash experiment

Weather and lake con-
ditions degrading rapidly.

Pilot studies terminated
after this experiment.
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Table 2. RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
(mg/1)

Run

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Sample Sample
No. Type

5341

5342

5343

5344

5350

S351

5352

5353

5425

5426

INFL (start-up)

EFFL (start-up)

INFL

EFFL

INFL

EFFL

INFL

EFFL

INFL

EFFL

Total
PO.-P

0.101

0.034

0.069

0.032

0.033

0.072

0.03

0.081

0.03

0.02

Dissolved
PO.-P

<0.05

<0.

0.

0,

0.

0.

<0,

0,

<0.

<0.

05

,027

,008 .

,030

.032

,01

,068

,01

,01

NH.

0,

0,

<0,

0,

<0.

<0,

0

0

0,

0

.06

,05

.05

.10

.05

,05

.115

.08

.19

.14

NO.

0,

0.

<0

<0.

<Q

<0.

<0

<0

<0

<0.

N
3 —

.02

.03

.03

.03

.03

.03

.03

.03

.03

.03

Total
Dissolved

Solids

380

140

no
130

170

150

140

120

150

140

Total
FE

0.5

0.8

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.3
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Table Z. RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
(mg/1)

(continued)

Run

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Run

6

6

6

6

Sample
No.

2396

2397

2399

2400

2402

2403

2404

2405

2425

2422

2423

2424

2429

2432

2431

.2430

Sample
No.

2440

2441

2443

2442

Sample
Type

INF

EFF

INFL

EFF

INFL

EFF

INFL

EFF

INF

EFF

119

#15

INF

EFF

#19

115

Sample

INF

EFF

INF

EFF

Total
_P04-P

0.007

0.010

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.03

0.05

0.05

0.18

0.07

0.07

0.10

0.09

0.06

0.02

0.04

Table 2.

Total
go -p

0.05

0.04

0.05

0.05

Dissolved
POrP

0.001

<0.001

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.01

0,19

0.06

0.05

0,14

0.07

0.21

<0.01

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.03

0.07

0.03

0.04

0.06

0.04

<0.01

0.03

0,04

0.08

0.10

0.06

0.06

NO..-N

0.39

0.40

0.40

0.34

0.19

0.19

0.80

0.59

0.35

0.20

0.30

—

0.035

0.20

0.30

0.39

Suspended
. Solids

3.6

1.1

3.3

3.6

4.3

3.0

4.3

1.9

3.2

2.4

3.2

2.1

2.7

6.7

5.7

3.3

Total
FE

0.04

<0.02

0.15

0.08

0.12

0.06

0.12

0.07

0.22

0.18

0.22

0.20

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.03

RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
(mg/1)

(continued)
Dissolved
POrP

<0.01

0.02

.0.01

0.04

NH-N

0.09

0.14

0.06

0.06

NO.-N

0.20

0.18

0.25

0.30

Suspended
. Solids

5.8

2.7

4.B

4.0

Total
FE

0.02

0.01

0.04

0.04
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Table 3. SUMMARY OF ALGAL ASSAY ANALYSIS1

Cell Size (mm) _ filament size (mm) filament density
Run

1

2

2

2

6

Date

9/19

9/19

9/26

9/26

9/27

9/27

9/29

9/29

10/4

Sampjg.

INFL

EFFL

INFL

EFFL

INFL

EFFL

INFL

EFFL

INFL

EFFL

X

0.0050

0.0028

0.0050

0.0037

0.0058

0.0029

0.0063

0.0028

0.0059

0.0030

<r

0.0014

0.0008

0.0012

0.0060

0.0020

0.0060

0.0014

0.0060

0.0014

0.0090

'/ *-<r

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0,

0.

0.

X

1430

3969

1575

.4387

2044

3949

.1723

.5564

.1878

.3857

(7-

0.0643

0.2877

0.1263

0.3579

0.1450

0.2280

0.1271

0.5765

0.1593

0.1593

or

0.0040

0.0798

0.0154

0.1235

0.0203

0.0501

0.0150

0.3204

0.0244

0.0215

(*

7

7

1

Not

13

14

5

4

2

/ml)

,800

,728-

,184

available

,920

,880

,720

,208

,360

2,185

(1) Jason M. Cortell and Associates
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particle size of 0.5 mm which would mean that the corresponding pore

constrictions in the filter bed would be approximately 50 urn. The average

filament s>ze observed in the effluent samples was in the range of 400 urn

(.4 inn} which is nearly an order of magnitude larger than the estimated

size of the pore constrictions in the filter. The explanation for this is

still not clear. One possible explanation would be that additional growth

occurred in the samples sometime during the five month period between when

the samples were collected and when the assay was performed. Each sample

had been preserved immediately upon collection with the amount of reagent

(IDI) prescribed. Recent re-examination of the algal samples indicated

that little or no growth occurred after collection. We are at present

unable to explain the lack of algal removal suggested by the data, however,

we suspect that the data is not indicative of algal removal capability of

rapid sand filtration.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Results of the Lake Cochituate Pilot Plant Study are not entirely

conclusive, but tend to indicate that rapid sand filtration alone is

not an effective process for reduction of algal nutrients. The short

detention time (less than 30 minutes) associated with this process does

not provide adequate time for biological uptake. We suspect that the

nutrient removal rate can be improved significantly by the addition of

chemical coagulants, however, this would significantly increase the

anticipated operations and maintenance costs associated with a full

scale operation.

2. The algal removal results reported here are not representative of the

results reported by others. We suspect that the data collected is not

representative of the overall performance of the process when operated

under normal conditions.

3. We recommend that before rehabltation of the Pegan Brook sand beds be

further considered that additional pilot plant studies be conducted at

the same location during the peak of the next growing season in order

to provide additional data. Me further recommend that the pilot plant

units used for future work be similar to the plexiglas column used in

this study, which will allow for the monitoring of head loss and remo-

val efficiency as a function of filter depth.
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CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
Environmental Planning Division

DATE:

I
J

MEMORANDUM

CARL NOYES/JMCA ITO:

FROM: ROBERT KIMBALL/CDM

SUBJ: LAKE COCHITUATE RESTORATION STUDY - RESULTS OF |
LITERATURE SEARCH

APRIL 30, 1980 |

i
The following text and appendices represent the results of the COM
literature search performed as a part of the ongoing lake restoration •
study for Lake Cochituate. The purpose of the literature search was |
to locate available information or studies on the intermittent use of
rapid sand filters in Lake restoration programs. To accomplish this, —
COM employed a computerized information retrieval service system I
(DIALOG), reported to have the largest and most comprehensive collection ™
of technological and scientific abstracts available.

The following DIALOG data files were employed in the literature search: I

File 6 NTIS Abstracts •
File 8 Compendex (Engineering Index) |
File 41 Aquatic Science and Fisheries Abstracts (ASFA)
File 44 Pollution Abstracts —

A full description of the data found in each file is provided in the ap-
pnedices. Table 1 provides a brief description of each file. These files •
contain a total of over one million independent citations gathered since m
1964 from domestic and foreign sources, and as such, provide a represent-
ative cross sample of current research into the area in question. Each •
abstract contains a number of key words called "descriptors" which are •
used by the data retrieval system to flag those citations that may be
relevant to a particular topic. The following descriptors were selected
for this literature search: •

(1) (rapid) sand filtration
(2) nutrient removal •
(3) lake(s) |
(4) lake restoration
(5) eutrophication

Each file was initially searched for abstracts containing one or more of
the above descriptors. Table 2 provides a summary of the results of that
computer search. All four files contained numerous citations containing



TABLE 1 DESCRIPTION OF DIALOG DATA FILES

File No.

41

44

Period of Record

1964 to present
updated bi-weekly

1970 to present
updated monthly

1970 to present
updated bi-monthly

1975 to present
updated monthly

Current No. of Citations

560,000

550,000

57,000

6,800

Source of Citations

U.S, Government-sponsored R & D
and engineerinq reports

World-wide engineering and
technical literature

World-wide literature

World-wide literature



TABLE 2 SUMMARY OF COMPUTER SEARCH

File
No.

(A)
Sand
Filtration

46

No. of citations found containing the following descriptors
(B)
Nutrient
Removal

(c)
Lake

(D)
Lake
Restoration

3623

(E)

Eutrophication

1380

Combination of
(A) - (E)
No. found/combination

0/AE
0/BD
0/AC

U/BCE
2/BE
0/BCD.E

13 1456 15 170 0/ABD
1/BCE
1/BC
0/BCDE

41 1116 0/ABD

44 223 0/CD
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CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
•! Environmental Planning Division

the descriptor "eutrophication". The search revealed, however, that
few abstracts had any combination of the above descriptors. Full print-
outs of every multiple descriptor citation is provided in the appendices.
The only applicable citation located was work done by Middlebrooks which
was already known to COM. The results of the computer search indicate
that little information is available on studies of a similar nature re-
lating to the use of sand filters in lake restoration programs.

Information already in CDM's library proved to be the most applicable
found to date. Marshall and Middlebrooks (1974) conducted studues on
intermittent sand filtration to upgrade existing wastewater treatment
facilities and waste stabilization pond effluents, respectively. A liter-
ature search conducted as part of the 1974 study provided several refer-
ences (Borchardt 0961) and Ives (1961)) predating the literature in the
computer files on the effectiveness of sand filters for algae removal.
These and another reference from that study (Folkman (1970)) are provided
in the appendices. A review of textbooks (Camp (1974) and Whipple (1927))
revealed that some past work has been done on the effectiveness of sand
filters for algal removal as related to enhancement of a public water supply.
However, to date we have found little or no evidence in the literature of
any past work on sand filters for the specific purpose proposed for Lake
Cochituate.
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FILE 6

.DIALOG* INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SERVICE

NTIS
DESCRIPTION

NTIS database consists of government-sponsored research, development, and engineering reports plus
analyses, journal articles, and translations prepared by federal agencies, the i r contractors or grantees. NTIS
also covers federally generated machine-readable files and software as well as U.S. Government invent ions

^V*;Javailable for liscensing. It is the means through which unclassified, un l imi t ed distr ibution reports are made
lo the public. (11 6.1)

COVERAGE
NTIS database includes material from both the "hard" and "soft" sciences, including topics of immediate,

broad interest, such as environmental pollution and control, energy conservation, technology transfer , health
planning, societal problems, and urban and regional development and planning. An outl ine of the subject
coverage of this file is shown below: (H 6.2)

$fe.dtevmt&&;-Psfv;:-:
J^*:''•?;•*&ff:> ...?.
W^'mm

Health Planning
Industrial and Mechanical Engineering
Library and Information Sciences
Materials Sciences
Mathematical Sciences
Medicine and Biology
Military Sciences
Natural Resources and Earth Sciences
Navigation, Guidance and Control
Nuclear Science and Technology
Ocean Technology and Engineering
Physics
Space Technology
Transportation
Urban and Regional Technology

SOURCES
Since 1964 more and more federal agencies have been announcing and selling reports through NTIS so that
as of 1977, the NTIS database represents the reports of over 300 federal government agencies. (fl 6.3)

Administration
Aeronautics and Aerodynamics
Agriculture and Food
Astronomy and Astrophysics
Atmospheric Sciences
Behavior and Society
Biomedical Technology and Engineering
Building Technology
Business and Economics
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Communication
Computers, Control and Information Theory
Electrotechnology
Energy
Environmental Pollution and Control

DIALOG FILE DATA
Inclusive Dates:
Update frequency:

£;File Size:

1964 to the present
Biweekly (approximately 5,000 a month)
560,000 citations, as of March 1977

ORIGIN
National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
U.S. Department of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22151

Telephone: 703/557-4642

(H 6.4)

(11 6.5)

TrKJemork Reg. U.S. P«i & Trcdemark Office.

Vt-V-^;: :-• •-
>..'^-/.- .-' ;- .. .
:r-.*, *•'.'.-• -
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ft^iV^; DIALOG* INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SERVICE

^ ..£• ££ .:.. COMPENDEX

FILE DESCRIPTION - \

. •
'" "'

COMPENDEX database is the machine-readable version of The Engineering Index*, which provides the
&! engineering and information communities with abstracted information from (he world's s ignif icant engineering
^•'•and technological literature. COMPENDEX provides worldwide coverage of the journal literature, publications
if*: of engineering societies and organizations, papers from the proceedings of conferences, and selected government
&•'• reports and books.
•Ev-'

'-SUBJECT COVERAGE

^f» COMPENDEX is an interdisciplinary index to the world's engineering developments, including the following
JiX'' subject areas:

Civil. Environmental, Geological and Biological Engineering
Electrical, Electronics and Control Engineering
Chemical, Agricultural and Food Engineering
Mining, Metals and Fuel Engineering
Mechanical, Automotive, Nuclear and Aerospace Engineering
Industrial and Management Applications '

i

I
I
I
I
I

I

SOURCES

Publications from around the world are indexed, among which are the following types:

^ • • Approximately 1800 journals
* • • Publications of engineering societies and organizations

• Approximately 1000 works from conferences, symposia, etc.
. • Selected government reports and books

(11 8-3)

DIALOG FILE DATA

Inclusive Dates:
Update Frequency:
File Size:

January 1970 to the present
Monthly (about 7,000 citations per month)
Over 550.000 records, as of April 1977

ORIGIN
-

COMPENDEX is produced by Ei and questions concerning file content should be directed to:

Mr. John W. Carrigy, Manager
Magnetic Tape Sales
Engineering Index, Inc. (Ei)
345 East 47th Street

' NY I0017

Telephone: 212/644-7600

*

*

'Trademark Reg. U.S. Pat. & Trademark Office.

8-1
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.F i t
DIALOG* INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SERVICE ; ,^

AQUATIC SCIENCES AND FISHERIES ABSTRACTS 5r

FILE DESCRIPTION '• : ^ :!^

AQUATIC SCIENCES AND FISHERIES ABSTRACTS (ASFA) is a comprehensive database on life '̂ ^Cl
sciences of the seas and inland waters as welt as related legal, political, and social topics. . • - - " f.%

SUBJECT COVERAGE

ASFA includes coverage of the following and associated subjects:

ORIGIN

AQUATIC SCIENCES AND FISHERIES ABSTRACTS is jointly produced by FAO in Rome ond the
Intergovernmental Oceanogrophic Commission of UNESCO. The National Oceanic and Atmos~
pheric Administration (NOAA) sponsored the automation of the ASFA tapes and their inclusion
on the DIALOG system. "" • '..

In North America, questions concerning this file should be directed to:

Mr. James Stear, Chief Telephone: 301/443-8330
Systems Branch, D826
WSC-4
6009 Executive Blvd.
RockviUe, MD 20852

In other countries, questions concerning this file should be directed to:

Mr. E. F. Alcyuz
Fishery Resources and Environment Division

Food and Agricultural Organization

Rome, Italy

•Trademark Reg. U.S. Pot. 4 Trademark Office.

**Presently complete through June 1975. More recent records, currently unavailable in

machine-readable form, will be placed online as supplied by NOAA.

Law of the Sea
Limnology •-"'Jc-
Marine Biology

Physical Oceanography . - ' '

Water Pollution >-" '

0 Aquatic Biology
• Biological Oceanography
» Chemicol Oceanography
• Environmental Studies ^"
• Fisheries^""
• Geological Oceanography

SOURCES

Indexers for ASFA review hundreds of documents, both domestic and foreign, among which are
included:

-* • Books
'• • Periodicals

• Technical research reports

• Conference proceedings

DIALOG FILE DATA

Inclusive Dotes: January 1975 to the present* *
Update Frequency: Monthly (approximately 1,000 records per month) .. .,„-,
File Size: 6,800 citations, as of January 1977 /,. ..;>-.

|
§
I
I
I

I
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DIALOG* INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SERVICE
POLLUTION ABSTRACTS

• FILE DESCRIPTION

• r *" POLLUTION ABSTRACTS is the machine-readable version of the printed Pollution Abstracts.* It iap£&
a leading resource for references to abstracted environmentally related technical literature on^.^WyjJr

• pollution, its sources, and its control. • . - - . - ': "'̂ 'T£v'£

SUBJECT COVERAGE : -̂ 1^

I The following subjects are covered by the POLLUTION ABSTRACTS database: -'.' V:?/S>£
.. '-•'-'• *£•'?$£&• - ' • • ' • '.*i.-»*.«.

• Air Pollution • Radiation *:
J

• Environmental Quality • Solid Wastes
• Noise Pollution • Water Pollution ' .,
• Pesticides • • - • " •

SOURCES

References in POLLUTION ABSTRACTS are drawn from approximately 2,500 primary sources
from around the world, including the following:

• Books • Periodicals ' .''-'.
• Conference Proceedings • Research Papers '.,
• Government Reports

DIALOG FILE DATA

Inclusive Dates: 1970 to the present
Update Frequency: Bimonthly (approximately 1,000 records every 2 months) , . -
File Size: 57,000 records, as of February, 1979

I
i
r
• ORIGIN ':&

POLLUTION ABSTRACTS is produced by Data Courier, Inc., and questions concerning file content ;-;
;/,^

should be directed to: - . . » . ' " ? \ V ; - >

Data Courier, Inc. Telephone: 502/582-4111 . . . ; - . - .
620 South Fifth Street • .
Louisville, KY 40202 " '^:f~

No special terms or conditions. *- ," .."̂
* • '•' '•,:

'Trademark Reg. U.S. Pat & Trademark Office. **ev' 2'79.;r^
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WATER POLLUTION MANAGEMENT AND LAKE RESTORATION PROJECT EVALUATION.
Ki'ji P>n-chieh
Midwest Res Inst* Kansas City. Mo
Proc Annu Tech Meet Inst Envi ton Sei 24th I Combined Environ!

Techno1 Interrelat* Tort Uortht Tex, AFT 18-20 197B. Fubl by Inst of
Environ Sci. Mt. Prospect. 111, 1978 * 209-215 CODEN: IESPAF

The paper presents * comprehensive integrated benefit/cost
cross-impact probabilistic model for lake- restoration project
eval'jation. The model enables various sociali economic *nd
envi ronmental factors af'ectina the lake restoration *reject to be
identified and* impacts measured and compered so that! decisionmakers
cm he readi1* informed from among the *1 ternatives end option* op*n
to them for Public investment, as to whether or not to undertake •
lake restoration effort' and researcher* can be easily instructed and
shoun hou to folloM the procedures set forth by the model to measure
the bvnvfit* ar.d co*t* derived front ceveral clean lake 4*nion*ttr«t ion
projects. 12 refs.

[lESCRIPTORS: C«MATER POLLUTION* *Conlrol>. LAKES* MATHEMATICAL
MODELS,

AERATION EFFICIENCY AS A MEANS OF COMPARING DEVICES FOR LAKE
RESTORATION.

Carr,-Joseph E.I Martini Dean Fi
Univ of South Fl«» Tampa
J Environ Sci Health Part A v A13 n 1 1978 p 73-85 CODEN: JESEDU
Various devices for aerating lakes BS part of a lake restoration

prosr*i» have been proposed* but methods for comparing aeration
efficiency of these devices have limitations. For example* the ox*sen
transfer coefficient* K//La. might be used* but the values depend upon
the size of the lake and other factors that are not always adequately
specified in the literature. It is shown that comparisons based on
aeration efflciencvi P* ueiaht of OKygen transferred per
horsepower-hour are superior to H//L a values for rating efficiency of
•tr»lir.« devices. Aerating retinas based on values of P, however*
must be sub-classified for four conditions (steady-state*
non-steady-state* polluted* non-Polluted). The derivation*
advantages* and utility of aeration efficiency Is described. 12 refs.

DESCRIPTORS: *LAKES. (UATER POLLUTION. Control).
IDENTIFIERS: AERATION.. .

FOX CHAIN OF LAKES INVESTIGATION AND UATER OUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN.,
Kothar>d*raman> V.I Evansi RalPh L.I Phoumik, Nani G.i Stall* John P.

I Grossi Havid L.I Llneback* Jerrv A.I Preher, Gary B.
I l l * State Uater Surv and State Geol Surv, Coor* Resour Rep n 3 Pubt

Jointly by 111* State Water Surv and State Geol Surv, Urbana, 1977 200
P

Prii-ary objective of this Investigation ua* to aain an understanding
of the For; Chain of Lares' h*drological> physical• chemical * and
biological characteristics. This knowledge would be used to develop
Short-term and lona-term strategies leading to restoration and
preservation of desirable water Duality in the Chain. Efforts were
directed to updating hwdrolofllc maps for the lake system* detertkinina
the water circulation patterns* defining the extent of thermal and

temporal and spatial variation* in chemical and biological water
duality* Investigating the fleolO9v and geochemistry of the lake
bottoms* identifying the critical elements responsible for the profuse
algal growth in tr>« l»V.e system* and developing a nutrient budflct for
the lake system. 126 refs.

DESCRIPTORS: C*LAKES> * improvement). (UATER SUPPLY* Deter Quality)*
{UATER POLLUTION. Uater Oualitv>* GEOCHEMISTRY,

if*

LAKE TREATMENT UITH FLY ASH. LIME. AND GYPSUM.
Higtfins* P. P. J.I MohleJi* S. C.I Irvine* R. L.
Univ of Notre Damei Indiana
J Uater Pollut Control Fed v « n 9 Sep 1976 P 2153-21*4 CODEN:

JUPFA5
A s«rie* of bench scale test* wa* ferformed to deter»in» the optimum

dosaaes of fly ash. line* and/or aynsum for removing Phosph*t* from
eutrofhic lake waters* and alternative application senuences were
investigated. Data from a study on the influence of fly ash depth on
phosphorus release fro" lal'e sediments are also presented. The
effectiveness of treatment was evaluated using a modified al*al assaw
procedure bottle test. An in situ caisson study was also used prior
to a full-scale lafe restoration ^roJect. 23 reft.

DESCRIPTORS: UUATER TREATMENT, *Lime)* LAKES* GYPSUM, SANITARY
ENGINEERING*

REVEGETATION AND RESTORATION AT A SUPARCTIC DAM SITE.
Johnson, Larrwf Sfecht* Stan
US Army Cold Reg Res I Etxg L*b* FairbanKSi Alaska
Pap ASAE for Annu Meet. Chicago. Ill* Dec 15-18 1975 Pap 75-2501. B

p CODEN: AAEPCZ
Research for s*ecieli*ed methods of revegetation in the Subarctic

was initiated after • literature review verified the need for more
information in critical areas. The COTPS of Engineers Chena Lakes
Flood Control Project provides an opportunity to both assess the
effectiveness of present methods and to develop new techninues. *.
refs.
DESCRIPTORS: ODAMS, «Land Reclamation). (FLOOD CONTROL* Alaska).

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
IDENTIFIERS: F.-EVECETATIDN

LABORATORY EVALUATION OF NUTRIENT INACTIVATION COMPOUNDS FOR LAKE
RESTORATION.

F'eterson* Spencer A.I Sanville* Uilllam D.I Stay* Frank S.I Power*,
Charles F.

EPA Corvallis Environ Res Lab* Oreg
J Uater Pollut Control Fed v 48 n 3 May 1976 P 817-831 COPEH!

JWPFA5
This »a»er> based on an Environmental Protection Agency IEPA)

research report, evaluates the characteristics of three potentially
useful in situ nutrient inactivation compound* under laboratory
conditions. It includes the Phosphorus removal efficiencies and
toMicities of sodium alumlnat* (NaA10//2>* lanthanum rare earth
chloride concentrate (LaRECD* and zirconium tetrachloride tZrCl/Ml*
as well as short-term Inactivant-Phosphorus stability test results for
the latter. 27 refs.
DESCRIPTORS: «LAKES» <UATER POLLUTION* Toxicity), ENVIROIT*AL

ENGINEERING.



BIOCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF POLLUTED LAKE SEDIMENT UITH NITRATE «Erl
DASH* A NEW LAKE RESTORATION METHOD.

RlPl. U.
Univ of Lund. Sw*d
fcmoio v 3 n 3 1974 p 132.-*33 COfEN: AHBOCX
A method for restoration of lakes which have been polluted b* sewaae

1* described. The method is based on the in situ oxidation of
sediments bv means of suitable oxidation agents. The chemicals' Iron
chloride, titled line and calcium nitrate, were injected into the
tedlaents. Improving the binding capacity for r>hosphoru« and reducing
the amount* of easily degradable organic matter. The nutrient
recycling to the uater bod*, as well as the biological oxygen demand
(POD) at the sediment surface' were thus reduced. In Lake LillesJan.
Swedent a drastic reduction of the nutrient levels and an Improvement
of the oxygen conditions in the water near the bottom durlna summer
1973 were achieved. The method is less expensive* and more rapid than
sediment dredging Methods. Restricted areas of sediments with high
oxygen demand can be treated? and the recycling of Phosphorus from
these polluted sediments thus avoided. 12 refs.

DESCRIPTORS! *UATER POLLUTION. LAKES. SEWAGE TREATMENT. NITRATES.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

NUTRIENT INACTIvATION AS A LAKE RESTORATION PROCEDURE *EM DASH*
LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS.

Peterson. Spencer A.I Sanville. Ulllian D.I Stay. Frank S.I Powers.
Charles F.

Pac Northwest Environ Res Labi Natl Environ Res Cent. Corvillist
Dreg

Ecol Res Ser EPA n 660/3-74-032 Oct 1974, 118 p CODEN: XEERAE
Compounds of certain metals are known to be capable of com^Iexing

Phosphate ion*, thereby removing them from solution. The application
or this principle to the control of phosphorus levels in eutrophic
lake* has been subjected to laboratory investigation in the present
stud*. Salts of lanthanum. zirconium, and aluminum were found to
rr»oue phosphorus effectively from laboratory growth medium and
natural pond water, with resulting depression of alaal production.
Toxicity to fishes and aciuatic invertebrates was minimal* but the
tests demonstrated that some components of metals salts ma* have
adverse effects. 43 refs.

DESCRIPTORS: »WATER POLLUTION* PHOSPHATES.

ONTARIO INDUSTRIAL UASTE CONFERENCE. 21ST. PROCEEDINGS. 1974.
Cor.ro*. N.I Maki. L.; German. M.I Craig. G. R-> Michalski. M. F. P.I

Ada-ski, J.i Victor, P. A.i Frame. C. H.f Schijldt* A. A.i Syffoletta.
V. A. J C^verU t'. S.

Proc Or,l Ind Waste Conf 21st. Toronto. Jun ^3-2i 1974* 261 P
CODEN: OIUPAR

Following is a continuation of the list of titles and authors:
Extensive and Intensive LaVe Studies in the Su-lbury Area. Pa N.
Conro-j and L- Mat- i , Envi rorimpntal Asppcts of Acid Mine UlasteS. By
M. German. To>:icit* Studies Relating to Acidic Conditions in Lake
Systems. 8v G. R. Crsia. Restoration of Acidified Lat-es. Middle and
Lohi, in the Sudbury Area. P* M, F. P, Hichalski and J. Adamski.
Economic and Environmental Model for Planning and Forecasting. Py P.
A. * "\fir. Cor.structlon and Operation of a Minir.fl CoAPleit In an
Urban . M. tv C. H. Frame. Reeo^er^ apd Treatment of' S p « n ? o l 1 <

Operation. Dw A. A. Schutdt and U. A. Suffoletta. 21 Y»art - A Look
•t The Industrial Uaste Conference. Rv D> 3. Caverlv.
DESCRIPTORS: (INDUSTRIAL UASTES. <AIR POLLUTION, control).

V

MODELING THE EUTROPHICATION PROCESS.
Middlebrool-s. Eddie Joe (Ed. )l Falkenbora. Donna H. (Ed. 11

Halonev. Thomas E. <Ed. )! McCauhev. P. H.I Uelch. E. P.i Rock. C. A.
I Krutl. J. D.I Larger,. D. P.f Mercivr, H. T.) Malueflr K. U.I Huff. P.
O.I Koonce. J. F.I Ivarson. U. R.t Ueiler. P. R.I D*tt*ann. E. H.f
Harris. R. F.

Model the Eutrophication Process. Uorksho^f Pap* Utah State Univ.
Loaan Publ bv Ann Arbor Sci Fubl Inc. Mich. 1974, 22B p

The 16 HIPPrs presented in the workshop deal with lake conditions*
recovery. restoration (Stratified lakes. shallow PUtrophic l.it'es).
Eastern deciduous forest biome. urban runoff, biotic response* ao<iatic
ecos*sle»m and ecosystem perspectives! nutrients and nuetrlent
lo.idiri^> allal arouth. ulaal blooms > species conpet i tiori.
eutr-jF-hication control J and rates of carbon. o>:̂ 9en. nitrogen artd
phosphorus CMCI in* through ntcrobial populations. Foilowing is a list
of tiLlos and authors of the papers presented! Synopsis of Uorkshop on
Mu'lclina of the Eutroehication Process. bw P. H. McOauhev. Long-Term
Lake Recovery Related to Available Phosphorus. P* E. B. Uelch. C. A.
Rock and J. D. Krull. Modeling Aldal Growth Dynamics In Shaaawa
Lake. Minnesota. Uitli Comments Concerning Projected Restoration of the
Lak". EIM D. P. Larsen. H. T. Mercier and K. U. Maluea. Simulation
of Urban Runoff. Nutrient Loading. and Biotic Response of a Shallow
Eutroehie Lore. Py D. D. Huff. J, F. Koonce. U. R. Ivarsont P. R.
Ueiler. E. H. Dettmann and R. F. Harris.

tiESCRIPTORS: *UATER PACTERIOLOGY. (UATER TREATMENT. Algae Control).
LAKES. UATER POLLUTION.

IDENTIFIERS: EUTROPHICATION. AQUATIC ECOSTSTEMS

STUPirS IN SWEDEN ON FEASIBILITY OF SOME METHODS FOR RESTORATION OF
MERCMKY-CONrAMIN.Mt'D PODIES OF WATER.

Su»H U.itor and Air Pollut Res Lab. Stockholm
Environ Sci Technol v 7 n B Aus 1973 P 712-71B CODEN! ESTHAG
L.-iboratorv experiments and small-scale field tHt« have been

perfornied to investigate some theoreticaltv Posstbl* methods to
restore mercury-contaminated lakes and rlwers. Properties of the
different methods with respect to practical us* are discussed. 28
refs.

DESCRIPTORS: OUATF.R POLLUTION. (Control). MERCURY AND AMALGAMS.
IDENTIFIERS: MERCURY CONTAMINATED BODIES OF WATER

REVIEW OF LAKE RESTORATION PROCEDURES.
Poster. Cli.irli-s J. i Wanielista. Martin P.
Unw of Calo> Poulder
Ujlcr Kf^O'ir Hull v 9 n 3 Jon 1973 f 499-511 CODEN!
Relevant information on the restoration of lakes is presented. Tht

restoration procedures considered are applicable to the water. th«
bottom sediments. and gciuatic plant Improvement.
thirteen suggested methods of restoration are

A vummarw of



Proceedings' Florida's environmental engineering conference on water
pollution control* Mar 26- 28 1967. Gainesville* Fl»
PROC
Univ of Florid*' College of Ens. Gainesville. FU» Bull Ser 133 Mar

1970. IAS p» 5 maps
Eighteen eaters presented »i conference deal with urban and

metropolitan water resources and water pollution problem* in Florida*
stream wonitorind and control of water pollution by river b«»lr*
management) the us* of advanced waste treatment technioues for
nutrient removal. ecoloaical management a* means of water pollution
control* restoration and preservation of lakes* tflertlr count* and
Cit* Clean water legislation in Florid*, reaional plannins • » means of
water pollution control, and the cost of waste treatment.
DESCRIPTORS: UUATER POLUJTION* tconiroi>«

Conflict* or recreation and othrr use* of the Great Cakes
CAIN SA
U S Department of the Interior. Washington' DC
Ens In»t of Canada-ASCE-Proc of Great Lakes Uater Resources

Conference! Toronto' Canada June 24-26 1948 paver U-5 P 121-44
Conflict* arisir>s from the use of the Lakes for recreation and

commercial fishins and other uses are discussed. Need for greater
public understandins of all the factorsi for overall restoration of
the Great La^es environment.

DESCRIPTORS: (*uftiER RESOURCES. tDreat Lav.es>* (WATER RESOURCES'
Conservation)

IS NUTRIENT REMOVAL UORTHUHILE?
Pacnmannt RO«T U.> Jones. John R.
loua State Untvi Ame%
Water Wastes Ens v 13 n 2 Feb 1974 p 14-16 COl'EH1. UUAEA2
The authors stress that the answer Depends on laKe classification

conditions, such as input of Phosphorus from natural sources, and that
eutrophication can fe reversed, ftlaal Icveis vs water duality are
discussed.
PESCBIPTORS! (*WATER TREATMENT^ *fll9ae Control*. SEWGE TREATnENT,

MATER POLLUTION. LAKES.
IDENTIFIERS: NUTRIENT REMOVAL. WASTEWATER, EUTROPMICATION. WATER

QUALITY

The Role of Silica and the Uern«l Dlato* Bloc* In Conirolltnfl the
Growth of Huisance At^al Population* in Lakes

Wisconsin Univ.. Had 1 son.. Deri* of Civil •nil Environmental
Engineer inn,tOfflcf of Water Research ana* Techno109*. Washinston. DC*

Master's thesis
AUTHOR! Viaoni Bruce WilK»M

197i 301*.

Abstract! The role of the vernal diatom population in the removal of. P
and Si from the lake water was evaluated from LaKe Kendota* Hadison.
Wisconsin in 1974. Measurements were made of total and dissolved
reactive P and Si (DRP and PRSi) in the lake water as a function of
depth over the period f*om ice-out (M»rcn 3) to the develop»«nt ot
thermal stratification (June 3). The amounts of P and SI in the lake
water decreased markedly between March 3 and nav t> This tt»« period
corresponded to the development and sedimentation of the vernal diatom
population. Maximum apparent removals of PRF and DRSi were about 40
and 94Z> respectively. Corresponding v»lues for removal of total P and
diatom Si were 21 and 72X. respectively. Following sedimentation*
mineralization of the diatom population apparently contributed to an
increase in the levels of both P and 51 in the lake water. Through a
combination of field and laboratory measurements, the Inputs of Si arid
P from the drainage bastr. and the bottom sediments and the losses via
outflow were estimated. Usina this Information and 'the apparent
removal values. the net amounts of P and Si removed bv the diatom
population u«re estimated.

Dpscriplors! *Silicon dlo;iide> «Pha*nnar(j^i tdiatonst Water pollution
control. *LaKe Mendota. CAlaicides. Removalr Nutrients' Circulation)
Watrr cheiiistry. Algae. Cyano»hyta> Runoff' Alums. Plant grouthi
Fertlliz«rs» Rainfall. Sedimentation! The«es> Estimatinat Wisconsin

o



The? Role of Silica and th« Vernal Plato* Bloom In Controlling the
Growth of Nul*anc* Al4al Population* In L»V.es

Wisconsin Univ.. Madison. Water Resources Center.*Dffic« of Uater
Research irni T»c*Mno}o«>i> Uashinaton* TJ.C.

Technical completion reft.
AUTHOR! Vigon. Bruce U.» Armstrong. David E.

1977 12*P

Abstract! The role of the vernal diatom population in the removal of P
and Si fro* the lake water was evaluated for Lake Hendotai Madison*
Wisconsin in 1974. Measurements were made of total and dissolved
reactive P and Si (PRP and PRSi) in the lake water as a function of
depth over the period frow ice-out (3 March) to the development of
thermal stratification (3 June). The amounts of P and SI in the lake
fcater decreased markedly between 3 March and 1 May. This time period
corresponded to the development and sedimentation of the vernal diatom
population, rtaxiftum apparent removals or DRP and PRSi were about 40
and 94X» respectively. Corresponding values for removal of total P and
diatom Si were 21 and 72X. respectively. The net amounts removed prior
to thermal stratification were 62Z for DRP and 72X for DRSi. The
resolts *how that the vernal diatom population can substantial!*
reduce the amounts of P available to support the Srowth of nuisance
blue-green alaae during the summer.

Descriptors: *Silicon dioxide. »Phos*horu«> «IU atoms.
SLake Mendota. »Uater pollution abatement. AHaei Growth*
Removal) Field tests* Summer t Chlorophylls. Nutrients .
Concent rat ion (Composition) . Ui scons in

*Alsicldesr
Cuanophyta.

Identifiers: Thermal stratification!
NTISDIOWRT

E'jtPOPhicationr Standina

A "Chemical InveslUattoo of Prvawhoi-m Removal in Lakes b* hluminum
H^droiade

Wisconsin Univ.f Madison- water Resources Center,*0ffic» of Ua'-ec
Re*earcn ond Technoloavr Washington* D.C.

Technical completion re^t.
AUTHOR: Eiienreicht Steven J.! Armstrongr'Oavid E.( Harris^ Robin F-
D2224FV =' FVd'. 13B. 8H. 68D. 4BO GRflI77l2 ,
197? 3**
R*pt No! U1S-URC-77-03
Contract! PI-14-31-0001-4140
ProJcct'v QURT-e-OOB-UlS
Monitor! OURT-B-OQ8-"IS(2)

Abstract! Th« Chemical factors controlling the removal of phosphorus
from laKe waters t"n aluminum hwdromde were inuestiaated. Chemical
factor-) studied were_ dosr sizer settling timer pHi rate of phosphorus

a-« ttydnolusts a* nê *!.

,«peciei. Efficient re«ov»l« Careatet- than BO percent) 'of >»rticul»t»
'phogrhoru* and inorganic Pho*Phoru« were found over • ranae of
seasons, locations and depths, but or»nic Phosphorus rexovel aver»**d
onln 30 Percent over two wears. On * seasonal basis* the most
efficient removal of total *hasnhor«js occurred followins sprina and
fall overturn when inoraanic phosphorus u*s the dominant Phosphorus
form Present. The oraanic phosphorus fraction not removed b* «lu« wa»
apparently dissolved and not readilv exchangeable with 32-P-label led
Inorganic Phosphorus. Based on Interaction nlth aluminum hwdronldet
the lake uater organic Phosphorus fraction not removed differed in
chemical properties from several model organic phosphorus compounds
investigated. Solution composition uas a minor factor in the
inefficient removal of organic Phosphorus fro* lake waters bw aluminum
hydroxide.

tescrlptors: *l_aKes> tUater pollution control. *Pho«phoru<«
PreciPitationtChemistrw) . Phosphorus Inorganic compounds. Aluminum
hydroxides. Experimental design* Sa»»linSi ^Hf Sorptiont Hwdrolasisf
Alum9. Particle sizesr Sediment** Wisconsin. Detergents. Nutrienta.
Phosphorus organic compounds

Identifiers: HTISDIOURT

Environmental Limitations on the Microbial Degradation of Hydrocarbons
in Temperate Lakes

Wisconsin Univ.. Madison. Uater Resources Center.»0ffice of Uater
Research and Technoloaa. Washington, p.C.(Wisconsin Univ.. Madison.
Dept* of Bacteriology.

Technical rept.
AUTHOR: U*rd. David M.t Brock. Thomas D.

c
Jun 7S H^P

Abstract; Nutritionally versatile heterotrophic bacteria inhabit lakes
and develop in response to hydrocarbon introduction. However, the
response of naturally-occurring oil-degrading mieCobrvanisms depends
on environmental conditions within a lake. The rate of hydrocarbon
biode3r;.dation varied seasonal ly in Lake ftendota because of
temperature limitation in spring and fall and nutrient limitation in
mid-summer> and *jas optimal for only one month during the year>
Nutrient limitation was also observed in lakes of varying nutrient
content in Uilas County. Relationships between hydrocarbon onJdation
rates and temperature OT- nutrient levels were shatm by correlation and
experimental la. Optimum'conditions were also established. Hexadecane
oxidation was inhibited in. lake1 water and sediment samples incubated
anaerobicat\a. Acetate inhibition was Indirectly caused by depletion
of nitrogen and phosphorus by acetate~oxidirin4 bacteria. Glucose
inhibition occurred in the Presence of excess nitroaen and Phosphorus
arid may result from regulatory interference such a« '-catabolite
repression.

Descriptors: «Lake Hendota. "Biodeterioratton. *Hydrocarbons»
•Bacteria. Seasonal variations. Temperature. Wisconsin. Lakes. Glucose
. Nutrients• Oxidation. Nitroaenr Phosphorus* Organic comP'
auality. Ta>!onon.«j ^̂ ^̂  ^̂ ^̂  ^̂ ^̂  ^̂ ^̂  ^̂ ^̂ ^

'.rtJTi.'M.



Denltrlfle«tlon «s a Pathway for Nitrate Removal In Aauatic Sw*te*«

Purdue Unlv.t Lafawetter Ind. U*ter Resources Research Center.

Completion rept. 1 Jul 70-30 Jun 73
AUTHOR: N*lson< D. U.t Owen*> L. P.I Terry. R. E.
C2974J1 Fid: 13P. BHp 68P. 4BQ CRAI7413
Bee 73 «3P
Rept Hoi TR-42
Project: OURR-A-O19-IND
Honvtort OWRR-ft-01?-INEH3)

Abstract! DenitrifIcation wa« determined ba decrease in total nitrogen
In a water media or bv a decrease In N-15 labelled nitrate In sediment
•v*t«m«. It wa* established that the numbers of denitrifyIns bacteria.
pM» and nitrate concentration of most surface water* will support
denltriflotion. The process is inhibited bv htdh ditsolved oxygen and
low dissolved organic carbon. Low temperature also restricts
denltrifieatlon. River water samples exhibited denitrlfIcation wnen
amended with glucose and nitrate under anaerobic conditions* whereas.
pond waters did not. The findings indicated that denltrification in
the water phase i* insignificant to the nitroaen status of most
streams and lakes. However denltrif Ication In sediments mau resul*. in
a l»rg» removal of nitrate from anuatic systems each veer. (Modified
author abstract)

Descriptors: •Nitrogen. *Reduclion(Chemistry)> tSurface waters.
•Sediments* Lakes* Rivers* Inorganic nitrates* Bacteria* Anaerobic
processes* Nutrients

Identifiers:! Sediment water Interactions* tDenitrificationi OURR

Effect of Silt and Silt Removal in a Prairie Lake

Environmental Protection ASenc*» Washington. B.C. Office of Research
and Monitoring.

Ecological Research serle*
AUTHOR: Eirashier, 'Clyde K.I Churchill. Constance L.i Leidahl. Gordon
C1724G4 Fid! 8H* 4BB. ABD* A4H GRAI7£04
Jul 73 209P
Project! EPA-16010-t'ZK
Monitor! EPA-R3-73-037
Prepared bw South Pal-ola State Coll.* Madison.
Paper COPV available fro* GPO S2.iO a* EP1.33:73-037.

Ab*tract! A survelllance program ho* been maintained on two shallow.
umrw -water prairie 1»V es an-i their tributaries. One of the*e latest
Lake Madison, is do«.e*tical 1 w polluted with thp effluent from the
sewase treatment Plant of rtadison. South Hak-Qta. The other. LaVe
Merman. is polluted due to filiation caused by run-off from a large*
intensively farmed water shc'l. Thi* survcill arice program has resulted
in comparison* of chemtcnl nutrients and biota Of a heavily slllfd
la* e with tho-ifj of * relatively un*llt<"it but <lo<ne«t.lcaL ly polluter!
lake. The surveillance program on thp Lai- B Mfjrman tributaries ha* also
led to conclusions regarding nutrient level* In successive spring

f*. (Modified author abstract)

UescriPtors: (SLake Madison* Llmoolosvl* <*Xake Herman. Limnology). I
VLakest tUater pollution). South Dakota* Nutrients* SewaKet Effluents*
Water chemistry. Sediment** Alaae* Phytoplankton» Agricultural wattes*
Soil erosion* Surface water runoff

IdentifUr*I tEulropliicatioo. MTlSQRtt

The Shs-tawB Let-.* Project. Lake Restoration bw Nutrient Removal fro*
Ua*teuater Effluent

Pacific Northwest Environmental Research Lab.* Corvallls* Ore«l.

Ecological research series
AUTHOR: MalueS* Kenneth U.t Fries, Robert H.I Schults* Donald U.t
Larsen* P. Phillips

Abstract; The report describe* the Sha*awa Lake ProJecti which seeks
to demonstrate the restoration of an eutrophic lake b* eliminating
'phosphorus input bv advanced treatment of municipal waste* which flow
into the lake.

Descriptor*! (*Lakes* tHater reclamation) i <*Pho**r>oru«» *Ch*»ic»l
removal(Sewage treatment)). Nutrient*! Limnology* Mathematical model*.
Precipi tat ion(Chemistrw)* Bioa**av* Research projects. Calcium oxides.
Algae* Sewage treatment. Minnesota* ShaSawa Lake

Identifier*} tEutrophication* Water pollution abatement* Tertiary
seuaae treatment* Sewa«e treatment effluenti Elw(Minnesota)* HTISFUOA

Phosphorus Removali A Piblio4raph*t Volume 1

Office of Uater Reiourre* Research, Uashlnaton. D.C. Water Reso-jrce*
Grienlific Information Center.

Abstract: Thi* report. containing 175 abstracts. 1* another in a
series of P!anned bibliographies in water resources to be produced
from th» ir.forn.ati.or* .bâ a comfrisin* SELECTED UftTEft RESOURCES
ABSTRACTS (SURA). At tho "time of search for this biblioarsphv. the
d.ita base had 53,?30 abstracts covering SUKA through February 13. 1973
(Uol'jmp &. Nunil:«or 4) , 7his volume include* abstract* of documertts
puli^hed throulh 19&9. Author and subject Indexes are inclu'Jp'l.

lioicriftors: (ttliilpr polluttorn Phosf harij«)« (tChen-le^L removal(Spun-l*
trfatni>iit>. *Fho*»horus). < *Chpaical removal (W^ter treolmprit).
Phio-iPhui-ui) . (*5ewaTl<; trpatmerit, Plio*Phoru* > . Activated sludge procp««
t Act ivflttffj carhoii treatment t Adsorption. Aerobic proccsse*' A Ida*.
Biochi.-mical o::w3eo demar<d> PrectPitatton(Che*i«trv>. ffl ^estimates*
rtir ic-jl t-ir ̂ I wastes. Flit ration* Industrial waste*. LaV^J_^ Nitrogen.



lOvntiTiers: tEutroPhication* Tertiary ««wage treatment* Waler
pollution controlt Physical chemical treatment. OURR

The Rol* of Nitrogen id the Amjjitlc Erivi ronment

Academ* of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia* Pa.
AUTHOR! Martin. Donald M.{ Goff. David R.

1772 5tP*

Deft, of Linnolo-ls-

Sponsored in Part b* Environmental Associates
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia* Pa.

of the Academe of

Abstract* The report presents a comprehensive* up-to-date overview of
the SI an if icance and interaction? of various nitrogen compounds wi thin
the aeiuat ic er.vi ronnient . Sections are included on riit roaen occurrence
( flowing wtter. around water. laff s» oceans) t mechanics of
t r«nsf or»at ion> uptake and release I sources I to.-:ici ty methods of
treatment for removal i and association uith eut ror-hicat ion and water

ou»l i tv standards • (Author >

Descriptor*! OLimnolog* t 'Nitrogen). (*Uoter pollution* (Inorganic
nitrogen compounds) * (tNutrienls. Uater pal lut xon) » Reviews. Streams*
Lakes. Ocear.^r Sources. Industrial was tes. Seu;i'je. Agricultural wastes
• Septic lanl-.s* Surface water runoff. To::icolo9y* U.iter mial i ts>
Chemical removal (Seuage treatment) i Seua^e treatment i Ion exchanging r
Osno^isi IrriBation. Nitrogen ri.-:3tion

Identifiers I tEutroehicationt
> Sewage irriaation. Amnonia

Nitrification. Seungp treatment ef f luer.t

Cni.lrol of Penlhic Deposits in LsV.e*

Mass»c'iu»elts Univ. . flniherf.t . Uater Research Center.

Final rept.
AUTHOR! Fer.g* Tsuan Musi Colonell. Joseph M.J [liGiancn
Hv.de> Her-rn C.! ^As^k.air.em Alan P.

Al'i t ract! St'idiei of bcnthic di'POClts in 1 .-it-i?'. are dividrd into fo>jr
p.irts! Se'limtM.L-ualer interchange or riant. r.u t r i pnt«j ir, l.ikc-; - t.tie
•J.il.a ' w e r e Ihe res'j l ts of 1 iit'o rii to r-j f>::i-f r i n,fi,f, cuioluf t.fj ir.
sedin.f>'.t-w»t.er contact coluninv.* h.illioni.iL ir.il n.o'lt-1 irii of
nulr i iff, I- transport - J itrnLhF-m.itii-.il nmdf I wri«, t-rai.t|...i;'l to 'li-scrtl'e
Curtr.tt lat iv" t-cl.fLnu,-,rnps I.«IUI--OM l.lit- o::l,i-nl nn'l r.tt." "T r,u L r i ei.t.'i
rplp^^f f rri". ^.-1 i.i..-r,ti an-l tlif rli^r.i,: t.-r I -. 1.1 C'i i.T -.<•'! in t -u.il.fr
^sLwir,-.; A r-iT-lin.iti.ii-j -itu't-r on Uir- nt i 1 L .'.i l.inn n C l.-in,.ti,ir ,jf. t. M i .wi
for rtrhovrt I ii f t'»nLhic dewos 11.! ft lit l.>ir» f«-v tcu - tlic I i tt^r.i t.urn
on boMum deposits are revirui"! for I V A / t 1VAU .ir.., tVc*,?. (Aut.hrir)

r-1 ( *[*»i,tlios* *3fdlmerit«)> l*Untpr poll'jltnrtr pcHi »,ot.i « ) .

NulrieiU4« nutolwed <f«tri4i Mlnihfl. fl«u*(,ic biolotui
•' • >J»l.,̂ Ui.->UoqMM.**. •̂ •'M '^

Ider.t if ir

deeiisi ts
• Tul. rophicat iom Uater pollution contrail »Benthtc

Ppterihination of thr>
Uater b1* lor, Exchang

of Removal of Alfial N'jtrients in Uare

Massachusetts Univ.* Anherst. Uater Resources Research Center.
AUTHOR: ZaJicel- . 0. T.

19/t 8Ai>*

Abstract! Ei-.cessive amounts of ehosPhoru** Introduced b^ the
activities of mam contribute to the accelerated eutrophication
e>:i-friericed in many of our natural uater«< The feasibility was
studied of using ion er:chan9e techniciuest perhaps in a new uay. to
ef'feirt a reduction in the Phosphorus levels of natural waters. A
studn of the ion exchange characteristics of phosphate species in the
presence of chloride as a competing ion wa« completed. A similar
«tud* -j-iir.3 sulfaLe as the competina ion is ne»rina completion at the
present tv»e anl i^ brieflu discussed. Over the pH ranae of natural
waters. the Phosphate species undergoing exchange ia HFOA 2-. Mit.h
chloride as the competing ion the electroselectivitv principle
applies; with sulfate a similar phenomenon occurs due to the base
*trer,gth of the HFCH 2- ion. Kinetic studies of the exchanse process
indicate that it is the HP04 ion concentration which i* rate
controlling and this ton migrates through the resin-solution
interface. Ion exchange removal of Phosphate from natural waters is
feasible and should be investigated further with field studies.
(URSIC 3bslrj>ct>

Descriptors! {tP.hosPhorous* Lal-.es). («Ion e>;ch*n* ir,*« Phosphorous) . (
VLdres* tua'.er treatment}) An ion exchanging! S*p»rat ipcn Chloridesi
Sulfate*' R*«iervt>irsi Fresh water* Phosphates* Control* Ala^e.
Nutrients

Identifiers!
reoioval

•Eutrophlcation •Water PO!lution control' (Phosphate



The Solubility of Particulale Pho»phoru3 in the Effluent from Alum
Treatment of Westewater and Phosphorus Solutions •••• .

North Carolina Univ.. Chapel Hill. Dept. of Environmental Sciences and'
Ensineerintf.tQffice of Water Research and Technology* Washington* fl.C.

«a*ter'i thesi*
AUTHOR! DeMPse** Brian A.

c
Haw 7S 7*p . ' •,

ct' The effluent fro* alum treated uastewater streams and the
decanted «j«jp«rnatant from alum precipitated phosphorus volutions
contain a ^articulate fraction that is made 'if of aluminum and
phosphorus. These naturally suspended completes were diluted into PH»
ten^erature* and ionic strength control led receiving waters. In all
cases* filteraMe reactive phosphorus in the receiving water reached a
Plateau concentration within 24 hour*. Diluted effluent from the
waitewater stream *olubili=ed less than 10 mieroiram/1 filterable
reactive phosphorus between *H 6.0 and 7.2. Diluted supernatant fro*
alum-precipitated solutions solubilized dreater than 10 microarum/l at
all pM values. Filterable reactive aluminum concentration was measured
in certain experiments' and pK(sp)'s calculated for ALP04 and ALCQH>3.
Effect* of other Parameters on the solubility of Bluminum-phosphoru*
completes are reported.

Tesc rip tors! *Water *ol lution control t *Priosphorus* VAlunilnump Theses*
Alaaet Effluents' Solubility* Filtration* Nutrient** Com»>le;t compounds
• Concentration(Composition)* Precipitation(Chemistrv)* PH> Sadinicntsf
Limnoloav , - -

Identifier*: »Tertlarv trealmentr tutrophication.
treatment* *Mutrient removal* NT1SPIOWRT

Physical chemical

Sustpms Simulation of the Effects of Tertiary Treatment Tor Carbon.
NitroSem and Phos»horu* Removal Upon Primary ProHuctiviI*r Standing
Crop and Community Structure of Autatrophic and M(?tert rni-hic
Communities in Recelv in* Model Streams -

Virginia Polytechnic In*t. and State Univi • of

Completion rer>t.
AUTHOR! Cairn** John Jr.
I Randalli C> U.

Dec 73 , 24p

I Dlck*on» K, L.I Snrchek* Jerrwl Kln<» P. H.

Abstract! A controllable laboratory system was designed* composed of
several model streams eitabl i*tr<ed under comparable environmental
conditions. The streams were used in studyinfl the effect* of various
conventional tertiary nutrient removal scheme* upon the standing r-op
biomasst phvtopiaments« primarw productivity* and communltv structure'
of autotrophic periphvton communities. Ferric chloride
coaaulation-preciPitation* breakpoint chlorlnationr and activated
carbon absorption with dual nedia filtration was used for removal of
phosphorusr nitro4*ni and carbon respectively* All tvpes of teritarv
treatment methods studied resulted in varyins increa*e* in the abov*
biological parameters. The*e result* indicate that usins accepted,
methods for nutrient removal may not prevent altal productivity'
resulting in more rapid euthrophicatton. '

Descriptors! *Sew33e treatment* Carbon* Nitroaen* Phosphorus* Diomass*
Filtration* Performance evaluation' Iron chlorides* Model*' Streams'
Primary biological productivityt Phvtor> lankton* Chlorophvlls*
Activated carbon treatment* PreciPttatlon(Chemistrw>* Copulation*
Alaae

Identifiers! Breakpoint chlorination*
*Cutrophication> *Nutrient removal* OWRR

kfertiarw cewaae treatment*

o



Pilot Lake Restorat ion Invest i gat ions -
Destratification In Lake Catherine

Aerat ton and

I l l i n o i s State Water Survey, Urbana.*I11inois Inst. of Natural
Resources, Chicago. j' - ' • v* ' ', .•

Final rept • ' • ' '''-' ''•̂'"'•̂'_.I*/
AUTHOR: Kothandaraman, V. ; Roseboom, 0. I Evans, R. L.I;?/.* £:-•'>--' y

the structure are included In report. (Author)

Descr iptors: *Museums, Industrial plants, Ground vehicles, .A
History, Penhsylvahia. Reports, Towed vehicles. Sites, f
Sociology. Transportation, Cargo handling .'• /

-• I dent i f iers: *Gruber Wagon Works, *Hi stor lc structures*
"^Restoration, Berks County(Pennsy I vania), NTISDOOXA ;

! -J4i; -^-v

t97g 58D J

Sponsored in part by I l l i n o i s
Chicago.

Inst. ' of Natural Resources,

Abstract: An aeration destrat i fi cat ior. system developed by the
Aquatic Environmental Control Company (AECC) was installed in
Lake Catherine, a part of the Fox Chain of Lakes, on May 18,
197a. The system consists of a multistage deep w e l l pump, AECC
aeration unit, air hoses, and a variable pitch mounting skid
to support the aerator on the lake bottom. The AECC system was
selected over other aeration systems because of its quiet
operct ion and the reli a b i 1 i ty of deep we 11 pumps• The on 1y
obstruction en the lake surface is a lighted warning buoy
which supports the two air hoses. Modifications were required
for satisfactory operation which was achieved on July 6, 1978.

Descriptors: -Aeration, *Lake Catherine, *Water pollution
control. S t r a t i f i c a t i o n , Puirps, Air flow. Aerators, Buoys,
Warning systems, Luminaires, Pipes(Tubes), Il l i n o i s , Fox Lakes

Identifiers: "Oestrati f i cat ion, NTISINRDEM /. '

Crubor Wagon Works. 81 uo Marsh Lake . Berks Count/,
Pennsy 1 van i a>.'-Mi stor ic Structures Report •-£•?. ^ ' "•;

Mi Iner" (John) Associates West Chester PA •; { 4 H 1 32 ) ,

F i na I rept . *-
AUTHOR: OeSilets, Robert L. ; Pai-rott, Charles A. Ill

28 Apr 78 iuip

_0rigtnal contains cofor '"" plates: All ,
rt-product ions w i l l be in bl^ck and wh i te._ -,: •

^ and ,^NTIS
' """'" '' '~

Abstract: The purpose of this historic structure repor t was to
the documented history of Gruber Wagon Works located i

1 t u s t



Input/Output Models as Decision Criteria for Lake Restoration

Wisconsin Univ., Madison. Water Resources Center.*-Maine Univ.
at Drone. Land and Water Resources Inst.*0ffice of Water
Research and Techno Iogy, Wash!ngton, D.C.

Technical completion rept.
AUTHOR: Uttonmark. Paul 0.; Hutchins, Mark L.

Apr 79 ?1p

Prepared in cooperation w i t h Maine Univ.
water Resources Inst.

at Orono. Land and

Abstract: Input/output models have been used increasingly as
dec is ion-mak inq aids in the design of lake restoration
a c t i v i t i e s because they p-ovide an approximation of the l i n k
between nutrient i n f l u x and take trophic status. To evaluate
the applicability of these models as design tools, a study was
conducted in which 'before' and 'after' data were obtained for
twenty-five lakes which experienced reduct ions in nutrient
i nflow, and compar i sons were made of measured and predicted
changes in take conditions. Four1 input/output models were used
as predictive tools to describe lake response. A model is
developed in this study in wnicn c e l l u l a r biomass, rather than
total pnosonor'js. is used as tne trophic state indicator.
Comparisons of measured anj predicted responses were bas^c! on
general descriptions of trophic status. Based on descr ibed
tropnic states of oHqotrop:itc. -nesotrophic, and eutrophic, it
was found th.it all four models yielded accurate predictions
for at least 70% of the studv laKes.

Prepared in cooperation with Oregon State Univ.,
Dept. of Anthropology.

Corval Ms.

Abstract: The research was initiated in order to examine the
social implications of lake restoration 'programs and to
develop a standard!zed methodology for sociaI impact
assessment. A cultural ecological model is employed since it
provides perspectives on the relationship of human adaptation
and cultural development In evolutionary terms. Use of the
mode I cal1s for examinat ion of both spat i a I and temporal
parameters. The model has not been tested in a specific
research envi nonment, but it has been developed from
strategies which have proved effective in examining the social
implications of pub lie works projects. A general research
strategy is set forth to encompass historical, geographical,
and ethnological components in a cultural setting. Data are
quantified for a contemporary social prof i te, and for
projections w i t h and without project implementation. All data
are examined in terms of five instrumental cultural functions.
C r i t e r i a for soc io-cuIturaI assessment are employed from a
research matri x.

Descriptors: -Lakes, *Socia1 effect,
Culture(Social sciences), Ethnology, Social
Environmental impacts, Water resources

Renovat ing,
anthropology.

Identifiers: Environmental protection, Water pollution
abatement, NTISEPAORD

Descriptors: 'Water p o l l u t i o n control. "Lakes, Renovating,
BiOmaso. Mathematical mocie I s, Phosphorus, Nitrogen,
Concent rat i on(Composit i on), F1ush ing, Compari son

Identifiers: •€urtropnicationl 'Trophic level.
State Index, Organic loadings, -Lake restorati on

Carlson Trophic
NTISDIOWRT

A Research Strategy for Social Assessment of Lake Restoration
Programs _

C o r v a l l i s Environmental Research Lab., Oreg.*"Oregon State
Univ., C o r v a l I t s . Dept. of Anthropology.
AUTHOR: Honey, W i l l i a m 0.; Hoqg, Thomas C.

Feb 7' 53p o



RestoratIon of
York)

Lower St. Regis Lake (Franklin County, New

New York State Dept. of Health, Albany. Environmental Health
Center.« *Now York State Dept. of Environmental Conservation,
Albany. Environmental Quality Research Unit.*Corv3IJis
Environmental Research Lab., Oreg. Special Studies Branch.

Final rept. 9 May 72-31 Oct 75
AUTHOR: Fuhs, G. Wolfgang; A l l e n .
Tofflemire, T. James

Susan P.; Hetling, Leo J.

Fcb 77 1200

in
Environmental
Research L'ni t

cooperai >ui) w i t h New
Conservat i on, Albany

York State Dept. of
Env i ronmenta1 Qua)i ty

Abstract: LOA-CT St. Regis Lake, the lowest of a chain of three
lakes in Franklin County, Adirondack Region, New York, was
subject to severe eu troph i cat i on, as indicated by summer-1ong
intense blue-green a l g a l blooms caused by phosphate discharges
from a point-source contributing approximately 0.8 g P/(sq m x
yr). Sewage from the point-source had been subject to an
extended aeration-activated sludge treatment. Ferric chloride
was added ant) ferric phosphate sludge was removed from the
basin fro'" J u l y to December 1972, from '/arch to November 1973,
and in A p r i l t974. In Mny t974 year-round diversion of the
effluent to o sand bed 250 meters from the lake was begun.
During the summers of 1973 and 1974 there was washout of
phosphate from the lake system, and the summer bloom was
delayed. In 1975 the usual spring bloom of f l a g e l l a t e s and
d i atoms did not occur, anj the summer bloom was further
reduced in duration and intensity. The recovery of the lake is
thus very much in evidence. The high ircn content of tho lake,
among several other factors, appears to be speeding the.1

recovery; a delaying influence is being exerted by the
continued hypolimmc oxygen, depletion, however, presumably
from methane formed in the sediments.

Descriptors: -water p o l l u t i o n , *Algae, 'Inorganic phosphates.
•Saint Regi s Lake. Nutr i ent-s . Cyanophyta , Summer , Di atoms,
Iron. Recovery, Evaporation, Oxygen, Losses, Methane, Aquatic
biology. Water balance, New York

Ident i*iers:
Trophic level

Frank 1 in County(New York),
Hypolimnion, NTISEPAORD

*Eutrophi cat ion,

Technical reot.
AUTHOR: Baxter. Brent

Dec 75 95p

Doctoral thesis. Original contains color plates: All DDC and
NTIS reproductions w i l l be in black and white.

Abstract: This work extends the m u l t i p l i c a t i v e visual model to
include image texture as suggested by previous experiments
l i n k i n g a low resolution Fourier analysis with neurons in
Certain parts of the visual cortex. The new model takes image
texture into account in the sense that weak texture is
accentuated and strong, high contrast texture is attenuated.
This model is then used as the basis for an improved image
enhancement scheme and an unusually successful method for
restoring blurred images- In addition, it is suggested how the
modal may provide new insights into the problem of finding a
q u a n t i t a t i v e l y correct image f i d e l i t y criterion. The structure
of this model is described in relation to visual
neurophysiology and examples are presented of images processed
by the new techniques. The present research also shows how
Land's 'retinex 1 can be implemented in a new way whicn allows
the required computations to be carried out on a rectangular
gric.

Descriptors: "Visual perception, *Image processing, 'Illusions
, Humans, Mathematical models, Fourier analysis. Optical
images, Image restoration, Texture, Contrast, Brightness,
Neural nets. Retina, V i suaI cortex, Psychophysics, Bionics,
Reflectance, Thresholds(Physiology), Spatial filtering

Identifiers: Image enhancement
Deblurring, NTISDODXA

Ret inex, Neurophysiology,

Jrocessing In tho Human V i s u a l SystemImagr-Jrocess i ng In the Human



If
Studies on Lake Restoration by Phosphorus Inactivation

tnv'.ronmental Research Lab.. CorvalHs, Oreg. Ecological
Effects Research Oiv.

F i n,i 1 rept. Apr 69-Jut 72
AUTHOR: S a n v i l l e . W i l l i a m D.; Gjhler. Arnold R.; Searcy, Julie
A . ; Powers, Char Ies F.

Apr 7G 56p

Abstract: Cline's Pond. a 0.4 ha farm pond 32 km north of
Corv a l l i s . Oregon, was treated w i t h sodium a I urninate to
evaluate a nutrient inact . v.i t ion technique to control
a*Ct?3Sive eutrophication. Primary consideration was given to
the evaluation of its a b i l i t y to scavenge phosphate in the
water co1urm. to the prevent ion of reso1ubI izat ion of
phospnate during the growth season. and to tne inhibition of
primary production. Interpretation of the results was based on
a comparison of Iimnological data collected after nutrient
mactivat'on w i t h antecedent information obtained the two
years prior to the present study.

Descriptors: - A l g a e , 'Pest control, 'Nutrients. "Water q u a l i t y
•Lakes, -dines Pond, Aeration, Biological productivity,

Aluminum. Sodium, ASuminates, Phosohorus, Tab Ies(Oat a}!
Oissol ved ga->es. Oxygen, PH , Limnology, A l k a l i n i t y , Iron]

Oregon

Ide n t i f i e r s :
gon).

Eutrophicat io-i . Dissolved oxygon, Corva M i s(0re-

measures which are being taken for this purpose. Emphasis
on construction of trie Ar^a-Sevan canal- Tft* art\c\« is
interest to those concerned with Rui.van Hydroelectric
(Author)

Ident i fiors: Translations,
*Lake restoration

*Lake Sevan, Arpa-Sevan Canal

Regynera t i on of tno Sevan (V t jraya Zhizn Sevnna)

Army -Foreign Science and Technology ri:~teri Washington D C (
03HJOO I
AUTHOR: Kddz.-ia.. a . V.

13 Oct 70

Trap5. of

Ab~,

i Znizn v3G n3 n'50-04 1970.

Ab̂ '.r ac l'. B"-i i nn t ng in tn-.« 1930' s, tno Lako Sevan wac
coiv.i t an t I V reduced 111 s i /e on or do;- to jt;p:3 I y v/at er f o'- the1

n̂ i-'j-i of hydro electr i c P3.«O" s t a t i on-;. As a r e s u l t , the vo I urni*
and area of tfe I jn-j con^ t .1111 1 y decrees ;ci. Th i z p I <)n for

. ( :_ : , , „ i -.L rt Cm. in f o - - t t, n n r> .1H <.• fi f ---i,! ii.i r i nil.1 I pr.iinilitl J
and area of tfe I jn-j cons l .mt l y oocrc^s ;ci. i n i -3 p I .in for
sacrificing Lake Sevan fo:- ttic needs of tne nati ona I econom/
f-f ^t on'V continue for a pt-rioa of naout 50 ye.- ̂ .

t o ' v - at the «.*nd of tn«? 50 vC'irs o^i'.-r cond i t i ons Bj
-,.h < '"^ t\ ^\-,i fi">> it nn- -, i IM r» ', n r v n s'T̂  on .; »T

cc
F O



D i g i t a l Image Oebturring by Nonlinear Homomorphic F i l t e r i n g

Utah Univ Sa 11 Lake City Dept of Computer Science* Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, Arlington, Va.

Technical rept.
AUTHOR: Cannon, Thomas Michnet

Aug 74 95p

Abstract: This rtport is concerned w i t h the d i g i t a l estimation
of the frequency response of a two-dimensional linear system
through which images have been passed apid blurred. Almost no a
pr ion i kno/v I C'Jga concern ing the system is required, and only
one blurred image is necessary for a successful estimation.
For those blurs that have phase reversals, such as motion
bl urs and out-of-focus blurs. a simple method of c a l c u l a t i n g
the correct phase has been developed. A nonlinear homomorphic
restoration system is developed and demonstrated on var i ous
types of olurrcd images. An image may be restored by f i l t e r i n g
either the intensity versi on or the density version of the
imago. The latter not only insures a positive result but also
permits simultaneous deolurring and contrast ennancemen t. The
restoration procedure consumes on Iy a modest amount of
computation time.

Descriptors'- * Image processing, Signal processing,
recognition. Transfer functions. Power spectra. Theses

Ident i fi ers:
restorat ion,

-Homomorph i c
NTISDOOAF

f i 1 t e r S Image enhancement

Pattern

Image

r e h a b i l l t a t i on/protect ion programs. The state-of-the-art,
review represents an attempt to delineate the accomplishments
of laKe restoration-related activities worldwide. Information
was acquired through an extensive mail survey (about 8,000
entries). cooperation of several international
journals/newsletters, and a systematic literature search
including foreign as w e l l as domestic materials. The contents
of the report consist of five major divisions: (1)
Identification, descript ion and present u t i l i t y of the various
techniques; (2) compilation and description of individual past
and/or ongoing restoration experiences (almost 600 accounts);
(3) project methodology; (4) name ana address of people
providing pertinent i nformati on (over 300 respondents ) ; and
(5) literature references (more than 800 documents).

Descriptors: 'Lakes, *Rehabi1itation, Reviews, Conservation,
Renovating, Project planning. Water
Methodology, Aeration, Nutrients,
Land use, Dredging, Harvesting,
Sewage treatment

reelamat ion, Ident i fying,
Flush ing, Documentat ion,
Biologi cal product i vi ty,

Ident i f i ers: Eutrophicat ion, *Lake restoratIon, NTISEPAG

Survey of Lake R e h a b i l i t a t i o n Techniques and Experiences

Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources. Madtson.-Upper Great
Lakes Regional Comm i ss i on, rtash i ngton, 0.C.

F i n a l rept. May 68-74
AUTHOR: Dunst. Russe11 C.; Born, Stephen M.; Uttormark, Paul
D.; smith, Stechen A.; Nichols, Stanley A.

197-; 183p*

Excessive eutroph i cat ion of
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Related Study in Other Arc;is of
Granular Media Filiation

Alga! removal

Some \voik has been done on ihe removal of algal
suspensions by sand nitration; limvcvcr, liule has been
done lo evaluate an intermittent sand Tiller as a polishing
unit for secondary effluents.

In the past decade, work in the area of algae
filtration has been primarily on a theoretical and experi-
mental basis. The procedure has been lo first theoretically
diMcrmine equations thai would re ia le the variables
involved in the process of filtration of algal suspensions.
Once these equations have been developed, they are tesied
and refined through controlled expeiiiiKMitaiion dealing
with the actual removal ol algae by sand media.

Ives (28) used radioactive algae in filtration experi-
ments to aii! in monitoring and lie developed equations

" which related specific deposits (volume of deposit per unit
filter volume), the filler coelficient (measure of a given
sand to remove suspended manor, cnr1 ), and sand depth
and si/,e. Although ibis particular experimental filter was
designed to operate under pressuri/cd flows, the relation-
ships observed could easily he applied in some degree lo
the operation of an intermittent tiller used tor the
removal of algae.

5 t - . . • •

. ' Ariifically cultured algae. Chl»rclU .v/>. and -Verm1-
desntus Sf>.. were removed by sands ranging in c(Tecfive
size from .11 mm (.0043 inch) to .14 mm (.0055 inch) at
a depth of 24 inches (00 cm). !vcs ( 2S ) found that ai the
surface, the specific deposit incieased rapidly with lime.
But, as the depth into the filter increased, the specific
deposit was found to rapidly decrease. At a depth of 10 lo
12 cm (4 - 5 inches), the specific deposit was found to
reach a near constant stale with lime.

As the specific deposit increased, the filter coeffi-
cient increased to a maximum point and then diminished
to zero. In oilier words, durmc ;t cerf.-iin lime inierval in
which algal suspensions .ire being applied to the filler, the
filter, coefficient will reach a point of maximum removal
and then begin to slowly decrease in removal ability. Ives
(28) also concluded that larger sand sixes have lower filter
coefficients, or poorer removal efficiencies. If enough
pressure could be maintained, the removal efficiency
would eventually, follow the same plot as the lelation
between specific deposit and the filter coefficient. Tims,
there is the possibility that under the pressures of head
associated with even slow sand filters, Ihe removal
efficiency of algae could decrease to /cro. In a practical
sense, though, it is most likely thai cither the filler will
clog before zero removal is experienced or that a small
percentage will continue lo be removed by (he filler in the
case of an exceptionally long run.

I

I

I

I

Uorchart (M produced reMihs similar lo those of"
Ives (2S). He used culture^ ol l»jiv/>tv.',; .ind Anki
</o"w\ in addition to Sccnci!f\nm\ fur .iljJ.il suspensions.]
He also found i f iat as <;ind si/e mcic.ised. decreases wercl
noted in removal ;iHility. Algae leiuuv.d decreased to a
point ol near constant remo\.d \ \ i th icspecl lo time. This
agrees lo some extent , with the work done b> l \es(28)on|
the relationship between 111110. filler coefficient,
specific deposit. In all c;t>es. llotclian (S) found that algae
were present in filter effluent throughout (he study
(hough in many cases. (In- pu'<ence of jltMv* in filler]
effluents could only be delected with a mien-scope.

\Vhcn Ihe lilu-r wa\ operated at i .!!.•- normally
applied lo slow s.md fillers I'.M ,r period of 5t> hom-.. the
algal lemm.il elticiencv de-.ioa-ed. 1 hu>. ihe theory
proposed by Ives (28) would appear to be relevant in
generaf concefii. -

More recer t i work on ,tlg;rl removal b>' --and filtra-
tion liai rcitrf'Tccd tlje (hidings »t|' Ices (2NI and Horch.irt
(S). r:olkman (t ('»! concurred wiih the p.ist finding-, mi I!K*
rel.ilionsliip bciv-een ilie t i l te i c-'Cllijient and specific
deposit under continuous oivr:iiioii mine a dune sand andM

* ^1(,'hl'irctla s/'. lie described tilu.ition as a process ol" tlueeH
phases: I) a ripening whcie filler efficiency increased: 2) a^
period of maximum clf ic iencx; and .M a period of clogging
or a deieii'*ralion in h l ter ffliciency with ih.e available
pressure determining ihe final phase. • , " '

_

•

l
B

I
Folkman and \Vaclis • ( ] ( » ) also noted thai akaeH

acc'.muiLitcd in the upper 5 cm (2 inch) layer of sand I
causing the increases in head los-.es normally encountered
during the filtr.itiun nf .tlg.ii suspensions. A few M' the
algae were fnund to remain, in the deepei layers of theH
filler hut ihese were noi enmigh lo effect ihe Indraulii: •
character ist ics ol the lower layers of sand. This agrees
wiih Ives (2S) findings wheie the specific deposit became
essentially constant tor ilie lower depths of lite filler bed. •
The remainder t>t the algae pass through the filler and |
appear in the effluent.

i~o|kman and Uachs ( lo) found thai Clil̂ n-l/a J/'.
have the ability to divide and multiply in the dark, and
the aveiage diametei of a single cell decreases in si/e phis
its si/e distribution narrows. Since the period of darkness
dining 111 (ration was of long enough duration to effect ihe
cell si/e, the efficiency of the fillet decreased. This
indicates ilic impoi (aiice ofjiie chaTac'- - ' j<f r . -<. t\f ili,> :tlf.ir
beinc filtered. "

I

Anoifk-r cvatnplc- <>! (lie t-lYeci of algal
islics was noted by Uorchaii (S) where the sirinpy
Anabcna afforded consistently belter removals than thai
obtained when filierinjg the smaller and more compact
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Secondary treatment effluent polishing

Recently, study h;is been umlei taken in tin- ;U'.M .'I
secondary effluenl filtration in deicimiuc the liltei.ii-ilny
of secondary effluent anil ihe pcrfoimance obtained wnh
mixed media high talc fillers. Most work has concentrated
on the filter media and ha* iKglectod (he intliieni
suspension (26). If sumo means were available to char-
actcri/c the Illierabiliiy of secondary effluents, granular
filters could he hotter denned and mote easily optimi/ed.
By op(imi/ed. ii is meant that f i l tration would pioducc a
good quality filtrate and not cause1 high headhmes In
develop in the process. It can be seen ih:U this cnndiiioii is
largely dependent upon the naime tit' the inllneni
particles to be filtered. Tlius. if indicator; could he
developed that would describe the effectiveness of re-
moval of suspended solids and (he hcadloss incieases
during operation for a given influent, a beiiei maiclied
range of sand characterist ics could he studied in order tha t
optimum conditions may be readied.

Filterability index

Some work ha* been done using the membrane filler
to determine the filterability index of' different suspen-
sions. But. in most cases, this method did not sal is lactor-
ily relate the Illterahility of the suspension lo iis
filterability through a granular media (2o).

llsmng (2<i) filleted secondary effluents (trickling
filter and activated sludcc) with a mcmhiane filler and a
specified granular media filter. Relationships between
removal efficiency and solids loading lor thai particular
suspension were determined and 3 dimensionless param-
eter, E, was obtained (hat would describe the removal
efficiency expected for a given suspension. Kemoval
efficiencies for particles greater than one micron increased
with an increase in particle si/c. Since 1: varied directly
with particle si/c. it could be expected lo be a good
estimate of the removal elTicicncy expected for a given
suspension, independent of filler media characteristics.

To relate the effect of the1 suspension on hcadloss
produced, the parameter, R, expressed in milligrams, was
introduced. This parameter was found to he related to lite
solids loading factor of ilic suspension which in (urn is
directly rclalcd lo the headloss produced (26).

By determining values of C and R fur a suspension
using membrane filtration, ihc Olterubility of a secondary
effluent by a granular filler can be bettor anticipated. It is
emphasized that the parameters If and R arc independent
of the granular media characteristics. Once E and R ate
determined, the iL'moval efficiency and hcatlloss antici-
pated for the influent suspension could be used to
determine the appropriate specifications of granular media
to be employed to filler thai particular secondary
effluent. This information would be of great aid when

alK'nipling to de lei mine (he -,wd charac ie i i v iks that
would pmdtkc ihc desired ellluenl quality with u
reasonable heailloss.

High-rale, rni.xcd media fi l tration

Ncbulsine. M;uv^\ . M-an. and ilie ify«.l»nuvlu\ic
Coiptiralina (,^5) sludiej the hii:h late liltiaijon of
ciMiibtiK-J ic«er nvi'iflows and petlnriued a limited study
to deteirnine (lit1 i- l leclnencvs of hidi ral.' liheis lo
reinnve suspended v»h\ls from scctMidarx u-a^icwaler
cflliienis. The si-conJaiy ellluenis wcte. in th is aspLvt of
siutly. ni tcrcd (linmgli c"rnbinations ol sand and anthra-
cite. Typical consttt ici ion i>l the lilict-i oniMMei! ol *b
inches ("1 cm) ̂ ( s;md covjiod by J** in^lies ( I 22 cm I of
antltuicue. The -.pecilicaiimis lor the anthraci te are >lnnvn
in Table 5. Four d i f fe r enl cimibmaiinns of sand and
aniliMCiie were evaluated. 'Ih-.- .idduii<n* «f clieinical
coagiil.iliinis in aid l i l t rai ion v\ as also Mitdied. Litt le was
concluded about nitrati"ti cM'iciency d" presstir i /ed high
rale filters because the inllucni suspended v»hds \i\-rc
ijuitc 1"W. Addition ol chemic.il-. prmhitC-l an otllneiil

were iiu teased sigiul icaully ( 2 h K1U wo 1. hut

Table 5, The specifications of anthracite used in mixed
m-.-dia hiilh rate fillers M5l.

1:1 tec

.or,

live si/e mm

f.t):5xinch)
(.03S2 huh)

1 "nil"! iniiy coetllcient

MO
1.75
i .(..;

SurniiKiry

A review nf (lie l i i e ta tu ie dvcribmg the ]MM-T\ .
design, and operation ot slo*\- anJ tnicrmhteni •-anJ fillets
has been presented. Development oi' vjnd t'llliadon has
taken place over a liuic peii^d of ucaily one and one-halt
centimes. This development began with slow sand f i l t ra-
tion of culinary water, wa.s evenmall\ applied as a seuage
trealment proccs>. and is ptevntly being si tidied as an
effluent polishing process.

Oiil\ teceiiily has theory entered tile a tea of
waste water granulai media 111 nation. I'nfortunateU.
ihcmctical ilvvclopmeni has not pioctes^cd lo ihc point
thai it can be relied on to solve the problems eoulumtine
intermittent sand filiation as a means to iipgt.ule e\i>tiui;
wastcwaters . Thetefote. ihroucli the use ol information
gained fiom the four related a reas covered b\ ihis icview,
a dial and erior piocediire aided b> recent theoret ica l
developmetiis \\ill he employed dunnti ibis s tudy. This
approach will maximi/e el'lluis to evaluate the tune
proven process (if intermittent sand filtration so thai basic
criteria can be established for its use as a waste-water
cfiluem polishing process.
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Sand Filtration of Algal Suspensions

Jack A. Borchardt and Charles H. O'MeJia
A fapcr presented on Jint. 6, 1961, at the Annual Conference, .
Mich., by Juck A. Borchardt, I'rof. of San. Enff., and Charles A'.
O'Melia, Research Assl,, both of Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

lONCENTRAT!O\r and subse-
quent examination of samples

ken from treated and filtered water
ay show the presence of suspended
npurities. Such materials as acti-
Bted carbon, finely divided calcium
firbonate, and substances of a biologic
irigin have been found in filtered cfllu-
is. Algae, as an example, have been
und in the filtered water of such

ries as Chicago * and Chanutc, Kan.2

Robbss notes several forms of algae
shaving passed through filters. The
at that these materials are not ob-

ved more frequently in filter effln-
IBts can be ascribed to the fact that
Microscopic examinations of filtered
ster are not often performed.
The observation of these and other
Dspended materials in filter effluents
ads to speculation regarding filter
(rformance. Do filters tend prefer-
Etialiy to remove certain forms of tur-
tdity? Can removal characteristics
: assigned to substances having congu-

tendencies, and will they differ
ubstantially from the removal charac-
fristics of those particles that may be
assed as nonflocculent participate
alter? Is there an interaction bc-
iten these two types of particles
tithin the interstices of the filter bed?

so, is there a sloichiomi-lrit' rcln-
cnship involved?
Experimental investigations designed

iclarify these points have been under-

taken at the UniverMty of Miehi;;;in
Sanitary Enginecrin.t; L;iltor:itnriL-s.
1'his article discusses the investiga-
tions made there to date.

. An invcbtigrtliun d the literature
has indicated that few d:ita arc avail-
able on the ability of sand beds to rc-^
move alyae from suspension. A con-
trolled labors tor)' test capable of fixing
and maintaining the type and density
of algne applied to the bed should lead
to an extension of knowledge in this
aren.

The initial experiments were di-
rected towards an evaluation of the
filtration of plain algnl suspensions
through sand beds. Siili>ec|ucnt tests
have been conducted using :i filter in-
fluent composed of both algal and llnc-
cnlcnt particles. Such independent
variables as sand size, (low rate, bed
depth, and type and density of algae
have been controlled. Their corre-
sponding effects on bed penetration,
head loss, and efficiency of removal
have been observed.

Experimental Apparatus

Two laboratory fillers were con-
structed of plexiglas tubes having an
inside diameter of 3i! in. and a wall
thirkiK'SS of y1,;- in. Two 4-fl sections
were flanged and then bulled together
In form an 8-ft column. An addi-
tional 5-in. length of the same tubing
was boiled to the bottom of the column
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fu aiippurt ii porous plastic underdrain.
The filters, designed fur use with a
24-in. sand bed, have manometers and
sampling ( m i n t s placed al (he sand sur-
face and at depths of I. 2. .). o. I.?. IS,
ami _M| in., as well as al (he Hiluenl
side of (he uiiderdraiu, A sketch of
the filter assembly is .shown in l-'ig. I.

The sand used in these experiments
consisted of graded Ottawa sand di-
vided into three fractions. The results
of standard size measurement.*; nn these
fractions are shown in Table 1.

J"ltr..l t.mi

IN

si..,,. M..M,,. II.,,..,,'.
}•!.„,, "..••nu..|\ I <'"ini( Ms .„,

! K.iliiii; , -un l M 'ir*
i ,,„ • ' U l > l« l" '»

- • '<» fid i O..SIM ;
-III +50! (,..i.>s .
•••>" -ff.0j f , ) 7 ; !

tio -
inn-

••'n. Pip« - • < »jj -^ -Bub6*rSloop*r

Tig. 1.. Model Filter

/ilfcrs were used for flic e.rfcri~
tnents. f

Rose4 has stated that tin: i
the tube diameter to the sand .-i-
be at least 50:1 to minimize efrV-.-tive!
wall effects on the tlow prof-•-•-:. ,'
comparison of the filter diameter :o t l ;<
largest sand size used indict u.s ilia;
the minimum value of this ratio i::
these experiments is 104:1.

Bed porosities have been compute':
from the weight of the sand piawd i:.
the bed, the specific gravity :>i th i -
sand. and the total volume oi the In-r i .
ft was found that the porositv i ihraine-"
by allowing the sand particles i\> seitii
after backwashing varied wi th f lu : s i / < -
of sand used. .As a result, all r u r : -
have been made using sand beds il ia:
have been compacted to a pon'.-ity f-:

rye* 40 per cent by gently tapping the siid•-
of the filters after backwashing.

Algae of the genera Sccnt'iti'sums.
Ankistrodcsnnts, and Amibacna I iavr
been grown in batch cultures in a -Of'-
liter tank. Tap water is inixM wit!:
inorganic salts to provide the grout!'.
medium. Air is continually n.rt«t :
through the culture to provide, car!.' ::
dioxide anr! mixing. TentjnT' .Hi ' i '
control is also provided.

A schematic diagram of the en t i re
apparatus is shown in Fig. ~. Lo;i'_'ii-
lated arid filtered water is si-irn! i«
the settled water storage tank to all""'
it to reach a constant temperature. I'
is then pumped through a prctil ter [••
a constant head tank. From here tl:c

, FILTRATION OK ALGAK

jter flows through an orifice to the
ixing tank. A wider range of How
:eS can IK: nblained by adjustment.s
(lie si/d nf ihe. orifice nr the head
the constant head tank, The over-
\v is n ' turned (o t i n - stt>rago t ank .
Alpac frnni the batch culture are
iroduced into the mixing tank
rough two inlets. One inlet pro-
Jes a continuous flow of algae at a
,el slightly less than that required.
!ow of algae through the second inlet

Sole no 11) V.ilv- Controlled
h» •>lH*roDliotOmPli>r>
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from the desired level are discernible
by ati inspection of the recorder chart.

The rate of tlow l l i roi igh the filters
is regulated by orifice in combination
with a lloat-operaled valve placed in
Ihe et 'Uuriit l ine of each filter.

Experimental Measurements

. Determinations of the head loss pat-
tern throughout the sand beds were
made using the piezometer connections
indicated in T'ig. I. Readings were

/

200-1
Batch Aii;.ie

Culture

y fL ,
Miirrv
link

I

f . l ter ..

I

r
M̂ump

Control

Fig. 2. Filter Apparatus
„„,, „„

regulated by a solenoid, valve actu-
id by the microphnt.mieter which, in
rn, responds to the algal density.
'ie algae and tap water are mixed
!th a magnetic stirrcr and the result-
? suspension is passed through the
'icrophotomcter to the. distribution
•"*. A continuous recorrler is used
1 register the density of the algae
^pension as measured by the mi-
^pho to meter. Accidental deviations

generally taken every 2 br throughout
a run. At the same time, the rate
of flow through the effluent orifice of
each filter was determined.

Algae samples were withdrawn from
the nine sampling points throughout
each run. generally at 4-hr intervals.
Precautions were taken to avoid jar-
ring; the rate of flow through each
sampling point was held to less than 2
ml/min.
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The alyae samples were counted
with ;iu eUxtrmuc p;\rtWk euvmter dc-
veluped primarily inr use in the count-
ing of blood cells/'-t: Its advantages
over microscopic counting lie in its
lugli speed and precision. Algiie, sam-
ples that would have taken an hour
to count accurately with :i microscope
wore counted in less than 5 inin with
the instrunK'iit used. It enabled the
algae samples to be counted immedi-
ately and without preservation.

Although tlie in>irumrnt has liccn
used successfully to determine particle
volume, it appears that this (Kitermina-
lion is affected by particle shape. In

TAMI.K :
Minimum .Mytl Kr-iHui-n/ K<'.<

aim

it l td * u.i'j; i U.S.M |{""i
i • \L..i

•".ii : :

111
I

11 ] .V,. «.:!.
I M.- l l

IJ
Jit

I I .V,

iv.!

addition, the counter is unable i.- tk

Results

The changes in head loss and par-
;;cle removal that nceurred across a
ilter treating water containing Ana-
wna alone are .shown in Kig, o. It
.an be observed that ihr percentage
{algae rtmiovcd by filtration decreases

rapidly with time during the init ial
^agcs of the run. Kcmoval then de-
ceased at a more gradual rate, cvcn-
:ially reaching a constant minimum

j ,iluc of 45 JKT cent. Significant i juan-
f ;;iies of Anabacna were found in all
j 'lie filter effluent samples. The rate
' ;' head loss increase appears to dc-
i rease slightly with time at the start
.' •;' the run. After 2 hr. ;i linear rela-

ionsbip between head loss and time
ivists for the greater part of the run.
X'ear the end of the filtration tbe rate
i clogging began to decrease with
:mf. *T1.~ -i--' ' '
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of

.u iuiuui i . mi. (.uiiun.1 13 iii..i»»_ -. *«. ( . '-•"i^ui^ ucgan to decrease w
tcrmine the type of particle pv.ser.-j :me. The data presented in Fitr.
T» .,-.1.- 1*.-.̂  (lu-icn vnner\VL^ t \ t*\i C-11-M\1. , '»ra r-.\,r. .1 P —. . &'

tr
It was for vhcse reason* vhnt sainpV | .ere observed for a 24-in sand bed

f the filter influent were also nkc j :aving a sand size ot 0.397 min filter
uring each run for microscopic «.] ^ a suspension of Anabacna particles

This permitted a \ ;su; .1 ,t a /low rate of 2.0fj gpn, .-'Sq ft

i of the amount and t\| Variation of the parameters of sand
of algae present. With the uni.uV . -lie, flow rate, and algal gcmis in this
culture used, no difficulties m coimtir -esearch always produced results that

ountered. The un: Itho '

u- bO

Fig. 3. Head Loss and Algae Removal
During 21 he

Data from niter 2, Run 12, was used /or
these curves. Sand size was 0.397 mm;
flow rate, 2.06 gf>m/sqft; algal pains.
Anabacna: altjal concentration, • 149,100

particles per millilitcr.

uce resuts t a t
The un: Ithough differing numerically from'

however, has not as yet een smvcs- liose presenter! iri Fig. 3 exhibited
fully adapted to counting natural -imilar trends. Tlicse mav be sum
mixed samples containing diff. re- narized as follows: (1) al^'al removal
types and sixes of organisms. -as found in every case to decrease

Runs have been made during V,!IK mb time to a constant minimum value
iron coagulant was applied to one -') significant numbers of al<*ac were
the filters. Samples for iron d.-tf >und in every effluent sample takenvery e u e n t sampe taken
mination were withdrawn from throughout the research, and (3) head

the same procedures frss increase was linear with time
ainin a l a l samntarouhout

e usng te same proceures ss ncrease was linear with time
scribed for obtaining _ algal samntaroughout the greater part of each
except that the collections were i:iarin.
at 8-hr intervals. The iron cor.cc A tabulation of the minimum rc-

»
. . a u a t o n

tral.cn m the samples was , detern.t^, efficicncics

m acconlancc with the. tenth editu -i«i
Standard Maoris- 'a n a r o Both 'the rh
anthrolinc and tripvridvl proceihr W" m Tfble 2' The Slze of sand
have been used. . ' " . Ppears to have a distin« effect on

' eixe

filters is

of sand

removal. Averaging the results ob-
tained for each .sand size indicates that
minimum removal efficiencies of 33,
22, and 10 per cent were produced by
sand sixes of 0.3 l(i, 0.397, ;md 0.524
mm respectively. On the, other hand,
considering the data ufilaiwd for tbe
various sand sixes at each flow rale,
no difference in removal can be noted
between Hows of -'.0. 1.0, and 0.2
gpm/sq ft. Unfortunately, the limited
amount of data obtained does not per-
mit a more quan t i t a t ive estimation of
the effects ot" these variables.

Dispersion of the data from run to
run is evident. Suine of these differ-
ences can be attributed tn the use of
different genera of algae. Fi>r exam-
ple, it is apparent that the stringy Ana-

. bacna gives consistently higher re-
movals than the smaller and more
compact Ankislroiicsintts. Variations
within genera, however, are also of
some magnitude. This dispersion is
particularly evident in a comparison

. of Runs 15 and 16. These runs were
conducted using Scciictlcsinits particles
in the form of four-cell packets, and
in each run, one of "the filters contained
0.397 mm sand. It would seem, there-
fore, that despite the care and control
used in the development of the filter
influent from run to run, some charac-
teristics of the algal cells has produced
significant variations in the results
obtained.

Table 3 summarizes., the head loss
produced across the two filters during
twelve runs. The sand size, How rate,
algal genus and concentration are
shown for each case. It can be seen
that where no coagulant is used, rela-
tively little head loss is developed,
although normal lengths of filter runs
were employed. It should be recalled
that all filter runs involved the passing
of substantial and increasing amounts
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of algae with lime. An analysts of the
data shows that the initial head loss
across the beds is directly promotional
to the lluw rate and inversely propor-
tional to the square of the sand size,
indicating the existence of laminar
How. A definite relationship defining
the etTrcts of these variables nn the

A C. K. O'MP-I.IA - J.nir.slll'11'.-

The results indicate that about 40 min {
after the start of the run. 25 per ecu '
of the .hmbacnn applied are passin
the bed. Similarly, at 8.6 Iir 52 pe
cent pass the bed; at 20.S hr, 58 pi-
cent; and at 45-50 hr. 07 per cent r.
the applied algae are passing the bet
The curves indicate that with tim<
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final head loss cannot be developed
from the existing data, because of the
variations in removal experienced from
run to run.

In Fig. 4-,, the percentage of algae'
'remaining in suspension is shown at
any given depth in a filter bed oper-
ated at a slow sand filter rate and for.
various times throughout the run.

increasing percentages of algae pi1 -s
the bed at all levels of bed depth, l-o
apparent change in removal is evirlr it
at the bed surface. Curves of 3. sitv.i-
lar nature were observed for runs o-p.i- '
ducted with different algal types, sas\d ,
sizes, and flow rates. '

Examination of the last three runs !
of Table 3 shows the attempts pres-

ently he-ins made to incorporate the
additional variable of n chemical co-
agulant in the work. Runs 20 and 21.
using an iron Hoc at a level of approxi-
mately I ppni iron, show very little
additional head loss induced by the
coagulant. At this point the iron was
increased to 7.15 ppm and the algal
density was reduced. Figure 5 shows
the results obtained f n m i the two sopa-
ratc but identical filter units. Filter I
received both alyac and iron tl<ic while
Filter 2 n-ceivcd ah^'r ahme. tu all
respects Kil ter 2 responded as would
be prtvlfct t ' f f with rr . - t i f ts from previ-
ous run?. The sand used was fairly
coarse and the percentage <>f algae
passing t!ie bed was above '.'0 per cent
for most of the run. The head lnss
increase tvas very low.

Filter I. on the other hand, received
a. substantial amount of chemical floe
and the head loss trend shows an ex-,
poncntial increase. The percentage of
algae remaining in the effluent of Filter
2 was substantially higher than that of
Fjlter 1, but it should he noted that
4R pt-r t-rnt of the akae was s t i l l left
m tin- errlnent of Filter 1.

In Fig. 0. tlie relationship is shown
between the percentage of iron remain-
ing ami bed depth, as was previously
shown between algae remaining and
depth in Fig. 1, Tlie similarity in the
graphs is striking. The curves indi-
cate that as time increases, a continu-
ally increasing quantity of iron re-
mains in the filtrate at any given depth.
Unfortunately, the head loss thnmgh
the f i l t e r was also increasing rapidly.
Consequently, fhc maximum capacity
of the bed for holding the chemical tloq,
could not he readied because of limita-
tions imposed by the head loss devel-
oped in the apparatus.

It is also possible to plnr on the s<imc
curves the particles remaining: at vari-

ous depths. This plotting indicates
that both algae and chemical floe par-
ticles exist in the upper bed levels.
As no iron passed out of the filter bed.
the particles remaining at 24 in. of
bed depth arc all algae. Examination
of the continuity of the curve for 0.8
hr, for example, indicates that nlgac
arc the only imrticlcs being counted
through the Imvrr 10 in. of the bed.
At the 8-in. depth a sharp break indi-

Tig, 4. Algae Remaining In Suspension
at Various Bed Peptlis

Curves were made from Jala of Run 19.
Filter 2. .?«iuf size Tdw 0.397 mm; ftnu1

rate, 0.163 y(nn/sijft; <i!fjtil i/cniis. Ana-
bacna; alfjal concentration. 86,360

cles e

cates the presence of both algae and
floe particles. The iron percentage
also indicates that such a conclusion is
logical. Examinations nt other times
show similar trends. It is apparent
that where iron and algae nrc present
together, extraction of the algae is en-
hanced. Similarly, after the iron has
been extracted by the upper layers of
the filter bed, the removal of algae falls



to that rate characteristic of a bed with
no chemical doc. The fact that the
algae and Hoc were originally mixed
together lias apparently not changed
the filtering characteristics of those
algae that have passed out of the tloc
zone and into the lower levels of the
filter bed.
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2.0

1.0
| 60
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Tig, 5. Head Loss and Algal Removal
During 13 hr

Circles represent Filler 1, in which sand
she was 0.397; flow rate. 2.13 gpni''sgft:
and iron concentration, 7.15 ppm. Dots
represent Filter 2. in :;7f/V/i saiii! sisc teas
0.397; f.oiv rate. 2.16 upniSsq ft: anil no
iron coagulant added, fn both filters.
algal gcnns ttvf ,*»!;tslrodcsnuis in
concentration of ?7>?.'WO particles per

Discussion

Previous studies of the filtration
process have been ba^od on measure-
ments of such parameters as: ft) time
rate of clogging ns measured by head
loss increase. (2) bed penetration, (3)

•MA

turbidity removal, and (4) length of
filter run. These all have direct applj.
cation to the actual filtration r-roce^
and thus have meaning to all -vatcr
production personnel. Similar : ram-
eters have been used in this sir ••.

Evidence from the results d .inc/i
to date in this research indicat,.- that
algae arc removed by a filter : > - - l at
a different degree from that a; iiich
flocculcnt material is removed. .'i'hen
an algal suspension is filtered, : !o\v
percentage of the algae is remo\v . by
each increment of the fi l ter bed • ->th.
The result is that some nf the ...:rinl
material leaves the bed eoniimi'- 'siy.
This amount increases with t in; • as
the available sites for removal arc •• -ed
up. If algae can be considered a.- :: in-
Hocculent material, it seems reasi.r.ihle
to expect such materials as calcium
carbonate and activated carbon t-i lie-
have in a similar fashion.

In contrast, no iron floe was .Ie-
tected leaving the bed in the dun "on
of the runs studied. It should be n•••:-M
that the pattern of penetration ob-
served in Run 22 is qui te similar to
that observed by others **• 9 in stmK ing
iron floe penetration into filters.

From the dispersion of results in
Tables 2 and 3. it seems apparent that
some other variable or variables must
play a part in the process of al^.ie
filtration. This factor might well !»e
density, surface charge, or seme other
parameter originating in the algae ^Al
itself. While the organisms used v.-vrc
basically of the same age (10-day •".!-
tures^ and all yrown on an inorg -:.ic
medium, physiological differences in
the cells were srnnetimes noted. :•'•'•.'•
ncdi'suuts cells frequently started it
as 8-cell packets, then dropped to 4->vlt
packets. No microscopic changes were
ever noted in Ankistrodcstints and oniv

^^^^^_ ^^^^^b ^^^^^A ^^^^^^ M^̂ ^M ^^^^^^ •••••

minor ditTcrenccs in length were noted
in the Anabacna cultures.

From the shape of the removal
curves it can be deduced that function-
ally, the behavior of the filter bed is
the same in the removal of cither type
of particle (flocculcnt or nonlloeai-
lent). Some surface straining taUes
place, followed by continuous uniform
removal with depth.. If the rate of
removal is high (as with (locculcnt
particles), percentages of particles
reaching the lower h-vels of the bed
arc insignificant. Hut if the rates of
removal arc low (as with nonflnccn-
lent particles') percentages of particles
reaching the lower levels of the bed
arc substantial. Presumably, if the
filter beds were sufficiently deep, good
removals of algae alone amid be ob-
tained. Such bed depths are. however,
impractical.

The difference in the rate of extrac-
tion is also n matter of some interest.
Either the bed has a high affinity for
the iron or the iron particles have an
affinity for each other. Stanley's
work s suggests that iron is removed
best at its isoelcctric point. From this
it seems that strong mutual agglom-
eration between the line particles must
be the best explanation for their high
rate of removal. Additional support
for this conclusion comes from the
work nf Sanford and Gates.1" Their
research indicated that a shift in the
charge of the sand grains from nega-
tive to positive produced no change in
the removal of alum tine or Hsili. coli,
The mechanism of the process appar-
ently is that the interstices of the bed
act as conductors directing the floe
particles past each other, enhancing the
growth possibilities, then supply .voids
in -which to store these enlarged
particles.

The filter bed provides these same
voids for storage of alt kinds of par-
ticles. In this study, the iron Roe and
the algae cells proved to have sires
that were approximately the same.
Sume form of growth of the Hoc par-
ticle seems necessary to explain the

100

Fig. (i. Total Particles and Iron
Remaining in Suspension

During 24 hr

Cnrres icrrc made from data of Run 22,
Filter I. Sand size wnj 0.397 nun; flow
rate. 2.13 gpin'st] ft; algal ysnits, An-
kistrode.imus; algal concentration, 226,000
particles per ntilliHter; iron concentra-
tion, 7.15 ppm. Particle concentrations
arc computed asstfinimj the applied algal

concentration is 100 per cent.

comparatively high tloc removal val-
ues. The storage of enlarged Hoc re-
sults in an increase in head loss which
forces lateral motion to take place and
makes possible the use of the maxi-
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liuiin number of storage sites before
the fine moves downward in the bed.

Apparently this typo of growth awl
subsequent storage is impossible for
nonflocculeiit particles. The presence
of flocculcnt material ;vs=-isls in the
entrapment of alyac cells, but an adc-
quntc balance 1x:t\vern 'lie chemical
and the nonnnccuent suspension ap-
pears to he vi ta l fnr complete removal.
This fart suggests that mult iple addi-
tions of chemicals and controlled floc-
cnlation are far i iK>rc important to a
water treatment pmcc«s than sedi-
mentation caparity. The critical pa-
rameter may lie in the adjus tment he-
twcen the chemical and other nnn-
floccnlent matter present hi the filter
influent. Where overloading, poor
mixing, or short circui t ing is passible,
the addition nf clie.micals directly to
the filler inf luent might be the best
remedy. Further investigation into
the nature and magnitude of the effects
of coagulating clu-mical on the removal
of inert particnlatc matter in sand
filtration is needed. This tvpc of re-
search will be confirmed at the Uni-
versity of Michigan.
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over, that although the Columbia River is the only river receiving industrial
wastes, identical patterns exist in all of the shad streams. Examination of the
data for other species leads to the same general conclusion. In the case of
smelt, for example, extreme fluctuations are found occurring throughout its
history, with no correlation with industry. In the case of white sturgeon,
variations exist throughout a more or less stable fishery. This list can be
expanded by species, time, and area for a more exact analysis of the overall
situation.

In short, detailed local statistics are at times available, and have, on occa-
sion, been used to support contentions of the existence of pollutlonal problems.
Full use and analysis of all the statistics available, however, generally leads
to the conclusions that in terms of practical importance, pollution Is one of
the least troublesome problems facing our fisheries.

One must be especially careful in the statistical (mathematical) analysis
of fisheries data If attempting to draw correlations between declines and
possible causes. Fishery resources, in general, are sensitive to many changes
In their environment. Almost any activity of man, past or present, affects a
given fishery, usually In an adverse manner. Indeed, it would seem that the
history of a fishery resource reflects inversely the advances of civilization.
Pollution is but one of the many complex factors associated with our dynamic
civilization that affect a fishery, and Itwouldbe an over-simplification indeed
to single it out and to establish a statistically significant correlation between
It and a fishery decline, when in reality one may not have had any bearing
whatsoever on the other.

Many such cases can be found in the statistical compilation prepared for
the Northwest Pulp and Paper Assoc.2 The California Pismo clam fishery is
an outstanding example where a marked decline can be correlated with what
might be termed the general advances of civilization minus any industrial
developments. The original Washington shrimp fishery and the pilchard or
sardine fishery are other outstanding examples.

CONCLUSIONS

It is seen that the fishery statistics available for specific pollution prob-
lems are often, by themselves, inadequate or unreliable and for their fullest
significance must be appraised within broader contexts. The important point,
however, is that fishery statistics do provide a series of approaches for
evaluating possible or contended pollutionproblems. We are faced with mount-
ing biological^data indicating the older, conventional, chemical water quality
criteria to be inadequate of demonstrating, by itself, the existence or non-
existence of pollution especially In respect to its biological implications. It
would further seem that with the rapidly growing understanding of the concept
of multiple water use, pollution will need to be more broadly defined as
unnatural discharges that adversely affect man's total use of water, rather
than only some individual aspect of it. From this point of view fisheries
statistics provide one of the best means for measuring the practical effects
of particular water usages on the total water resource.

i
I
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FILTRATION USING RADIOACTIVE ALGAE

By Kenneth J. Ives,1 M. ASCE

SYNOPSIS

The modern scientific techniques of radioactive labelling and automatic
digital computation were used in an experimental study of a new theory of
rapid filtration. The algae Chlorella and Scenedesmus were made radio-
active and suspensions of these algae were filtered through a sand column.
The distributions of the algae deposited in the filter pores were measured
with a scintillation counter, and the resulting data was used to check the
validity of the theory. The computer computed information on changes In water
quality and head loss in the filter. This information was compared with ex-
perimental results and provided information on filter operation that could, be
used for rational filter design.

INTRODUCTION

Engineers concerned with the design or operation of rapid filters are aware,
In general, of what to expect from the performance of such filters. However,
there has been no adequate mathematical statement of the scientific principles
expressing filter performance until recently, when the wrlter2 discussed his
own theory and those of D. M. Mints3 and V. and S. Mackrle.4 If these state-

Note.— Discu33ton open until October 1, 1961. To extend the closing date one month,
a written request must be filed with the Executive Secretary, ASCE. This paper is part
of the copyrighted Journal of the Sanitary EngineeringDivlsion, Proceedings of the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 87, No. SA 3, May, 1961.

1 Lecturer, Dept. of Civ, Engrg., University Coll., London, England.
2 "Rational Design of Filters," by K. J. Ives. Proceedings. Inst. of Civ. Engrs., Vol,

16, 1960, p. 189.
3 'Investigation of the Process of the Filtration of Suspensions," by D. M. Mints.

Zhurnal Prikladnoi Chimi} (Akademii Nauk SSSR). Vol. 33, 1960, p. 304.
4 "Adhesion in Filters,* by V. Mackrle and S. Mackrle, Rozpravy Ceskoslov, akad,

ved., Rada tech. ved., Vol. 69, 1959, p. 2.
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ments are verified experimentally and tested In practice they can be used as
a basis for rational filter design, prediction of performance and comparison
between filters,

The experiments are described herein, that were undertaken to test the
hypotheses advanced in the theory, and to test the rationale of determining
design parameters.

Notation.—The letter symbols adopted for use In this paper are defined
. • where they first appear. In the illustrations or in the text, and are arranged
'• ' alphabetically, for convenience of reference, In the Appendix,

i ; FILTER OPERATION

• { When turbid water is filtered the amount of turUidlty diminishes as the
; j water passes through the filter, resulting in a more or less clear filtrate,
i •( As the filter run proceeds the bed becomes clogged, and the filtrate at first
j-, Improves. Later it steadily deteriorates, and ultimately, If the filter can be
([' maintained with sufficient pressure, the filtrate becomes as turbid as the
; i influent. The clogging of the filter is worst nearest the surface and as the run
11 proceeds, the clogging gradually works down through the bed. The head loss

depends on the degree of clogging and most of the pressure drop is in the upper
layers of the filter. However, as the clogging extends down, the lower layers
contribute more to the head loss.

It has also b«en demonstrated that a deeper filter will produce a clearer
filtrate, heavier inflow concentrations will produce more rapid clogging, and
more rapid filtration will carry suspended particles through. Smaller filter
grains are known to be more effective for filtration, and more angular media
(for example, anthracite) at the same porosity, to give improved filtrates.
Finer suspended particles are known to be less amenable to filtration and
denser particles are found to be more readily removed.

All of these well-known characteristics have to be given a rational basis,
and are in fact inherent in the theoretical exposition which follows.

FILTRATION THEORY

The theory of filter behavior was developed on the following three principal
assumptions:

1. The removal of suspended material from waterbya filter layer is pro-
portional to the quantity of suspended material present in the water.

2. The removal characteristic of the filter depends on the surface available
on the filter grains, on the tortuosity of flow within the pores, and on the
Interstitial velocity.

3. The principal force operating to remove suspended particles from the
flow stream lines is gravitational, although adsorptive forces become domi-

' nant when a particle reaches a grain surface.

These assumptions led to the development of an equation relating the
changes in concentration through the depth of a filter with a parameter of the
clean filter and the quantity of deposit in the pores.

8C
8L

c o - f - ff (1)
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Eq. 1 states that the removal of suspension (concentration C) at any depth
(L) Is proportional to the concentration, the proportionality depending on the
clean filter coefficient (A.J) and Its subsequent modification by the quantity of
deposit per unit filter volume (specific deposit a). The value f Is the clean
filter porosity, and c and $ are constants.

The concentration change in the flow is equated to the accumulation of
deposit in the Illter by the continuity equation:

- 5C Q fit = 8<r A 6L (2a)

In which <JC Is the change In concentration in time it, flowing at a rate of Q
into a layer of area A and thickness 6 Lt in which the specific deposit in-
creases by &a . In differential form putting approach velocity v = Q/A,

fiC _ So
BL ~ »t- v .(2b>

The solution of the linked partial differential Eqs. I and2(b) will give the
variation In concentration in the flow'at any depth during the time of filter
operation, and will also give the quantity of accumulated deposit in any filter
layer at any time during filter operation. With the latter known it is possible
to obtain the head loss in any layer at any time from the equation:

J
H

+ C CT -

and
(4)

In which HI and H are the initial and final losses of head (water gage) per
unit depth containing accumulated specific deposit a, and In which p is a head
loss coefficient. The total head loss to any depth L will be the sum of the head
losses through the various layers.

H, , S S H d L = J
0 0

The term HI Is the clean filter head loss per unit depth that can be obtained
from Kozeny's or Rose's well established equations.

Eqs. 1, 2(b) and 5havenotbeensolved analytically, but numerical solutions
have been obtained on automatic digital computers,5 Such solutions enable

' the behavior ol the filter to be predicted lor any depth and for any time of
operation. It Is necessary to obtain values for the filter coefficients AI, c, $,

,- and p, and of the operating approach velocity v and initial porosity f. The de-
j;*. germination of the latter two are standard procedures, but the other coeffl-

'~ 5 -Simulation of FiltratUm on. an Electronic Digital Computer,* by K. J. Ives,
"aid. Amer. Water Works Asaoc., Vol. 52, I960, p. 933.
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clents are unfamiliar and their empirical determination will be described
subsequently.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In order to test the theory, experimental conditions that were close to
Ideal were required. These ideal conditions were:

1. Uniform suspension remaining constant with time, flowing into the
filter;

2. Suspension particles unisize and of definable geometry;
3. Uniform size Q( filter media; and
4. Constant temperature and constant flow rate.

Two species of artificially cultured algae, ChloreUa sp. and Scene^dgs-
mus sp. were used as the suspensions In tap water at laboratory temperature,
stirred continuously to maintain uniformity. The filter column was a 2 3/4-
In.-diameter cylinder containing a 24 In. depth of sand. The sand size was
defined by two adjacent sizes in the Tyler (U.S.) sieve series. Flow rate was
manually adjusted with a needle valve, with reference to a rotameter.

It was required to measure the quantity of material clogging the pores In
each layer of the filter and a radioactive technique was adopted. By making
the algae radioactive their accumulation in thefllterpores could be measured
with a detector mounted externally to the filter column (Fig. 1). These tech-
niques are described in detail elsewhere.^ In essence they comprised growing
the algae In an Inorganic nutrient medium (to suppress bacterial and fungal
growth) containing the radio-isotope cesium - 137. The algal culture, when
developed, was removed from the culture medium, given several washings
with distilled water and then dispersed in tap water ready for filtration. The
scintillation counter for detecting 7- radiation from the algae was mounted
on a rack so that it could be set with a colllmatlng silt 1 cm high through its
lead shield, opposite any layer of the filter. The scintillation counter was
previously calibrated so that its reading could be converted to the equivalent
number of algal cells occupying the layer opposite the colllmating silt. The
counter traversed the filter from the sand surface through its depth every
half-hour during the filter run. A similar technique has been described by
D. R. Stanley,7 in which filtration was halted at Intervals and the filter column
removed and traversed against a fixed radiation detector.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

From the scintillation counter readings and calibrations the quantity of
algae deposited in each layer was obtained for various times during the filter
run, and graphs such as Fig. 2 resulted. Also from the data typical graphs of
specific deposit against time could be plotted as shown in Fig. 3. Such graphs
are the key to obtaining the characteristic parameters Xj, c and <f>. By putting

2
X = ̂  + c a - * _CT

g (6)

6 "Cesium 137 Labelled Algae for Filtration Studies," by K. J. Ives, International
Journal of Applied Radiation and Isotopes, Vol. 9, 1960, p. 49.

7 "Sand Filtration Studies with Radiotracers,'
Vol. 81, Sep.
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and substituting Eq. 6 in Eq. 1, and combining Eq. 2(b)

and
flo-

* " C v at

For the surface layer of the filter C = Ct (the Inflow concentration), and t!-
slope of the a against t graph gives dff /d t , hence A can be computed f.
various a values. Accordingly, a graph can be plotted of X against a, ;i

FIG. l.-FILTER COLUMN WITH RADIATION DETECTOR
AND COUNTER

shown in Fig. 4. Thts is in accordance with the theoretical Eq. 6,
intercept at a = 0 gives XL with slope at this point equal to c. The
$ Is obtained from a transposition of Eq. 6.

and t;.
value c

(Xt + C g - \) (f -

Filtration Studies with RaOiotracers," by D. R. Stanley, Proceedings, ASCE f *V
>. No. 592. 1955. . Kg*

. __ ^^ ,^?^ : ^^
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i

Manometer readings taken at intervals during the filter run. for various
filter layers enabled head loss to be plotted against specific deposit as shown
In Fig, 5. The slope of this graph gives dH/da. Consideration of Eq. 3 gives

an.
do .(10)

So, if dH/do is plotted against A, as shown on Fig. 6, the slope of the graph
gives p.

FIG. 2.—EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF DEPOSITED MATERIAL IN THE TOP
LAYERS OF A FILTER

Values of these parameters for the two algal suspensions and various fil-
tration conditions are given In Table 1.

With the exception of run No. 2A which appears to have anomalous results
In relation to the rest of the table (the cause of this was not determined),
certain Interesting facts appear from Inspection of Table 1.

1. For a given grain size (0.544 mm) and filtration velocity (0.136 cm per
sec) the coefficient Aj is higher for CMorella than Scenedesmua, that Is,

•V,

"•Sy.

907

aoe

100 200 2*0 260 320

FIG. 3.-INCREASING SPECIFIC DEPOSIT (ff) WITH TIME FOR VARIOUS
DEPTH LAYERS (RUN LB)

0.01 0,03 0.03 0.04 0.0$

Specific 0*003't <r

0.08

FIG. 4.-F1LTER COEFFICIENT VERSUS SPECIFIC DEPOSIT (RUN IB)
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WQrSG
2. Larger sand grain sizes lead to a diminished coefficient At, that is

*

FIG. 5.-HEAD LOSS PER UNIT DEPTH VERSUS SPECIFIC DEPOSIT (RUN IB)
SOt-

Filttr-

FIG. 8.-EMP1RICAL GRAPH OF ^i = pA
d(7 K

3 Increasing velocity for a given grain size and suspension causes a
diminishing coefficient A t, that is, worse removal.

4. The parameter c, although defined theoretically in terms of pore ge-
ometry, Is dependent on filtration velocity.

The dependence of filtration on Initial porosity and temperature wag r
assessed.

COMPUTED DESIGN AND ANALYSIS CHARTS

With values for the parameters v (filtration velocity), I (initial porositj
Ai (filter coefficient), c and <f> (filter coefficient parameters) and p (head lo;
coefficient) it is possible to simulate numerically '[lit rat Ion on an automat
digital computer for any inflow concentration Cj through any ranges of dep.
L and time t. As the concentration of suspension Is dependent on depth In it
filter and on time during the filter run, Its correct graphical representatli
should be three-dimensional co-ordinates as shown In Fig, 7. Similarly ti
accumulation of specific deposit a Is depth-time dependent as shown in Fig. i

TABLE 1

Run
MX*No,

(i)
1A
IB
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E

Suspension

(2)

Chlorella
Chlorefla
Scenedesmus
Scenedesmus
Scenedesmus
Scenedesmus
Scenedesmua

Sand
geo,
mean
size,

in mm

(3)

0,705
0,544
0.705
0.544
0.544
0.544

Ap-
proa.cn
velo-
city,

in cm
per
sec
(4)

0.136
0.136
0.130
0.136
0.272
0.408

0.250 0.136

Filter parameters

•V in
cm"1

(5)
0.042
0.140
0.100
0.103
0.085
0.004
0.151

c, in
cm"1

(6)
3.5

12.0
7.4

12.1
5.6
1.5
4.0

.
v, In
cm"1

(7)
23.5
64.0
42.0

217.0
85.0
87.0

4.20.0

p, In
cm

(8)

3100
140
. < .

1200
340
. . .fc

2300

Sand
initial

Jorosity

(9)
0.37
0.39
0.37
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.41

Tempera
ture, in

•c

(10)

25.5
23.0
23.0
22,5
26.0
23.5
25.0

a v = Q.liS cm per sec = 120 gal per sq ft per hr.
b Non-linear : dH/dff = (pA)3 (p * 19SO cm).

It is however more useful to plot these in a two-dimensional form, as ha.
been done in Figs. 9 and 10 from, data computed tor the conditions specific
in run No. IB in Table 1, that is, Chlorglla suspension filtered at 120 gL
per sq ft per hr at 23°C through sand of geometric mean size 0.544 mm an
porosity 0,39. The Initial concentration was 135 ppm (volume per volume).
Is of interest to compare Fig. 10 (machine computed) with Fig. 3 (empiric;.-
results) to Indicate the validity of the computer simulative program. Compute
head loss curves are given in Fig. 12, that can be compared with the experi
mental curves for the same conditions in Fig, 11. From such graphs as Fig?
9 and 12, or better from the computer output tables. It is possible to selei
rational designs lor filter depth, by specifying a certain filtrate concentrat:
that must not be exceeded. Also time between washes can be specified fro:
considerations of the total allowable head loss, or deterioration of filtratt
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U the concentration In the Inflow Is variable with time, providing this va
ability Is known. Its effect on filter behavior can be computed by a modifi
tion of the computer program.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Three principal variables of Interest to the engineer have not yet b«
theoretically elucidated. These are the characteristics of the suspension, -
size of the filter grains, and the rate of filtration. Minor variables are •
porosity of the filter and water viscosity (that is, temperature). It is thou
that the settlement characteristic of the suspension as expressed by Its Stok-

Concentration 10 * C

40 , SO 80 100 120

FIG. 9.—COMPUTED CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTIONS : THEORETICAL (RUN IT.

settling velocity will be the operative parameter. This Is being Investlgat
at University College. London (1961). It 13 believed that Reynolds number f-
the state of flow through the filter

;(ln which D Is the grain diameter and fi/p Is the Kinematic viscosity) will 1
the operative parameter for assessment of the effect of viscosity, veloclt
grain diameter, and porosity as it contains all these essential elements. Th
has yet to be Investigated,
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If the theoretical approach Is valid an on-aite test can be developed {or a
particular water supply using trial filter media. A portable filter kit for such
a test, enabling design data to be produced, Is also being developed (1961), at
University College.

The methods outlined herein would allow rational comparison of various
fitter media, and of the effects of preliminary treatments (storage, coagulation,
mlcrostraintng) on subsequent filtration (where no biological filtration (unction
is involved).

320

FIG. 10,-COMPUTED SPECIFIC DEPOSIT DISTRIBUTIONS WITH
TIME : THEORETICAL (RUN IB)

The use of radioactive material in this investigation was Incidental, It
offered a convenient technique,but othernon-radioactive methods are available
for obtaining the fil ter parameters.2

It is appreciated that the dependence of the computations on an automatic
digital computer may be a disadvantage, however, such machines are becoming
of Increasing application In civil engineering, having great advantages of
speed and flexibility. Undoubtedly, simple approximations of the theoretical

equations would be of great value; as yet no satisfactory ones have been pr
duced. Analytical solutions of an extremely simplified filtration equation ha
been produced by N. V. OrnatsklJ, et al.,8 but the theoretical basis of the
approach Is open to criticism.

40 r

FIG. 11.-HEAD LOSS THROUGH FILTER DEPTH : EXPERIMENTAL (RUN IB)

; 40

FIG. 12.-HEAD LOSS THROUGH FILTER DEPTH : THEORETICAL (RUN IB)

In the rapid development of new scientific techniques, there Is a challeti
to the sanitary engineer, in that he must maintain his place In the advanc
ment of engineering science, and that sanitary engineering research and d

8 "Investigation of the Process of the Clogging of Sand,' by N. V. OmatskiJ, E.
Sergeyev, and J. M. Sechtman, Univ. of Moscow, U.S.S.R., 1955.
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velopment should not lag behind because of the research efforts In sanitary
chemistry and microbiology,
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p « Density of water.

a « Specific deposit (volume of deposit per unit filter
volume).

'= Filter coefficient parameter.

ML-3

APPENDIX.-NOTATION

DefinitionSymbol

A = Area of filter perpendicular to How direction.

C - Concentration of suspension in the flow (volume/
volume).

Cj =* Concentration of suspension applied to the filter.

c = Filter coefficient parameter.

D = Sand grain diameter.

f = Porosity of sand grains.

H = Loss of head (water gage) per unit depth.

Hj = Initial loss of head per unit depth.

HL
 = Total loss of head to depth L.

L 3 Depth below tiller surface.

p « Head loss coefficient.

Q =» Quantity of flow per unit time.

R * Reynolds number for a porous bed.

t a Time of filter operation.

v = Approach velocity.

X = Filter coefficient.

X^ = Initial filter coefficient,

pi = Dynamic viscosity of water.

Dimensions

-1

"1LT

ML'V1
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APPENDIX II.-NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:

= average travel associated costs per visit to water recreatio-
area incurred by visitors from zone J not including automobile
travel costs represented by K;

= Total Annual Recreation Use Benefits for water recreation area;
= average cost per visit of water recreation to visitors from zone

J;
= average one-way distance in miles from center of zone of origir.

J to recreation site;
G = annual additional cost of water recreation area maintenance art

operation not reimbursed by monies received from usercharges-
/ = index denotingdifferent water-based recreation uses as follows-

sightseeing (/ = 1), walking and hiking {/ = 2), swimming (/= 3).
fishing {/ = 3), fishing (7 = 4), picnicking (/ = 5), boating (/ = 6).
hunt ing (/ = 7), camping (/ = 8), water skiing (/ = 9), canoein:
(/ = 10), sailing (/ = 11), skin and scuba diving (/ = 12);

J = index denoting zone number of concentric mileage zone abou:
water recreation area where a user's travel to site originates;

K = average cost in dollars per mile for automobile travel includ-
ing gas, oil, tires, repairs, registration, insurance and depre-
ciation;

J) = average number of visitor-days of participation in recreatio*.
use /performed by visitors from zone J;

= population of origin J;
R = weighted average base cost per visit for all water recreation

uses at specific recreation area;
= average travel cost per visit to visitors from zone J;

V(J) = annual recreation attendance in visits at recreation area by vis-
itors from zone J; and

V(J)/[P(<J)] = unit recreation demand, average visits per capita to recreation
area by visitors from zone J.

FILTRATION OF CHLORELLA THROUGH DUNE-SAND

By Yair Folkman,1 and Alberto M.Wachs1

t;.- INTRODUCTION
',!•-
i f* '
JE^-In recent years the possibility of groundwater recharge with treated waste-
water has been given increasing consideration in Israel. One such possibility
la to use the effluents from sewage stabilization ponds, a method of treatment
JOT which Israel's climatic conditions are highly suited. The hydrologic con-
ditions in the Rishon-Le-Zlon area favor the distribution of sewage pond ef-
fluents on spreading basins to be located in nearby sand dunes. The presence
Of aand dunes was thought to be advantageous, because it was expected that
land would remove all participate matter remaining in the water following
the pond treatment.
8. Large quantities of algae develop in stabilization ponds, their presence
enhancing the stabilization processes. However, while slow sand filters com-
pletely remove algae from water and even rapid sand filters give good results
(or short operational periods (11), experience in Israel has shown that perT
eolation through dune sand does not remove all the algae from stabilization
ponds effluents. Thus in experiments on filtration of stabilization pond efflu-
ents conducted by Amramy et al. (I) It was found that pond liquid percolating
through a 3.5-m sand layer was greenish in color due to the presenceof high
concentrations of algae. These results gave rise to the fear that significant
concentrations of algae could be carried by the percolating water to depths
al which they might affect the quality of the water recharged in the aquifer.
t(. Note.—Discussion open unti l November 1,1970. To extend the closing date one month,
t written request must be tiled with the Executive Secretary, ASCE. This paper Is part
of the copyrighted Journal of the Sanitary Engineering Division, Proceedings of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 96. No. SA3. June. 1970. Manuscript was sub-
mitted for review for possible publication on September 19. 1969,

lr ProJ. Engr.. Dan Region Sewage Reclamation Project, Tahal—Water Planning for
i-Tflrael. Ltd.; and member of Staff, Sanitary Engrg. Lab.,Technlon, Israel Inst.of Tech..
JHttfa. Israel.
J* Prof, of Sanitary Engrg,: and Head of Sanitary Engrg. Lab., Technton, Israel Inst.
&£« Tech., Haifa , Israel.s?\
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The objective ol the present research was to follow algal transfer through
dune sand under various flow rates and algal concentrations.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ALGAE

Algae are aquatic plants which contain chlorophyll. All the processes of
algal life, photosynthesis, respiration, secretion and reproduction, are car-
ried out In one microscopic cell. The smallest alga found in stabilization
ponds in Israel is a Chlorella sp. It is a unicellular algae, with a size of 3[i
to 5ji.

Most algae multiply by division. Research done in Chlorella cultures (2,4}
shows that under alternating light and dark periods at temperatures from 20*
C to 30° C cellular division occurs mostly at night. Tamiya et al. (17) and
Hase (6} have classified Chlorella cells into light cells and dark cells. Light
cells are those growing under light conditions and are larger in size because
of the photosynthetic processes. At the onset of the dark period they divide
Into several small and active daughter cells which are called dark cells.

Provided that there is a suitable source of carbon such as glucose and
amino acids, Chlorella are able to live a long time in darkness (7). Mitchell
and Nevo (16) found that Chlorella cells are very stable in darkness, where
they are not easily decomposed by other microorganisms. The electrical
charge on the surface of Chlorella cells has been found to be negatively
charged (8). These features were found to have considerable bearing on the
filtration experiments described herein.

SAND FILTRATION PROCESS

The process of filtration of particles in sand, which are small compared
to the space between sand grains, is based on the theory of adsorption. Par-
ticles adsorb to sand grains because of the electrostatic attraction between
opposite charges.

A sand grain has a negative charge (18) and it produces around itself a
double layer by adsorbing cations from the solution. These cations reduce

SPECIFIC DEPOSIT

FIG. 1.-CHANGE OF CONCENTRATION
WITH FILTER DEPTH AT DIFFERENT
PEIUODS (8)

FIG. 2.-CHANGE OF FILTER COEFFI-
CIENT WITH ACCUMULATION OF SPE-
CIFIC DEPOSIT (3,11)
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the repulsion potential ot the grains surface (zeta potential) and enable ad-
sorption of particles with negative charge (L4) , The greater the concentration
of a cation on the sand surface, and the higher its valency, the better is the
ability ot the sand to adsorb negatively charged particles. Sand that contains
a high percentage of ferr ic and aluminum ions is efficient for algal and bac-

terial filtration.
WBTCAl. PPE-

PIEZOMETERS

OJIULV

FIG. 3.-SAND COLUMN USED IN ALGAE FILTRATION EXPERIMENTS

Van de Vloed
fc-

%••*'• In the process of filtration, as .described by Van de Vloed (18) and Ives
f(8), three phases are distinguished; a ripening period during which the effi-

';clency of filtration increases with adsorption of cations into the sand grains;
-?a period of maximal eff iciency; and a period of clogging, as shown in Fig. 1.

Several investigators (5,9,11,12,15) have shown, using various approaches,
that In a continuous process the filtration equation is
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(I)
in which C = the concentration of particles at anv rf™fh t ^ .
concentration; and \ = the f i l te r coefficient ' ° " alspeclflc dcpos" '•

j, . in which X, . the c,e,n f,lter coeHlelenl., , s^ ^ ^
(2)

F10. 4.-CHANGES IN* RELATIVE
CONCENTnAttO.V A N D H E A D
LOSSES WITH DEPTH AT DIF-
FERENT TIMES USING VELOCI-
TY OF 6,00 M PER DAY

FIG. 5.-CHANCES IN RELATIVE
CONCENTRATION' A N D H E A D
LOSSES WITH DEPTH AT DIF-
FERENT TIMES USING VELOCI-
TY OF 4.00 M PER DAY

coefficients which depend on filter characteristics. This equation gives a
curve of the type shown in Fig. 2. As the accumulation of the specific deposit
depends on time, this curve gives an accurate representation of the three per-
iods existing in filter operation.

The head losses, &.H, along the sand depth, /, changes with time t fives
(13)11 according to the following approximate equation;

A// - ;V * kv <V . . , . . . . , . . - . (3)
k =* dimensionless constant; v ~ velocity; and j0 » hydraulic gradient of a

clean sand. The second part of Eq. 3 shows the head losses at the upper layer
of the sand.

The head losses can be also expressed as a function of the total water vol-
ume, Pt which passed throughout the sand (10). Thus

&H = tittle1* (4)

In which Afffsg = the head losses at the beginning; and I = the filtration in-
dex according to Brocher,

EXPERIMENTS AND MATERIALS

The experiments were performed In a column, formed by sections of as-
bestos cement pipe, Joined to form a column 4.00 m long and 10 cm in diam.

FIG. 6.-CHANGES IN RELATIVE
CONCKNTHAT1ON A N D H E A D
LOSSES WITH DEPTH AT DIF-
FERENT TIMES USING VELOCI-
TY OF 2.00 M PER DAY

FIG. 7.-CHANGES IN RELATIVE
CONCENTRATION A N D H E A D
LOSSES WITH DEPTH AT DIF-
FERENT TIMES USING VELOCI-
TY OF 1.00 M PER DAY (C0
= 2,900- 4,800 NO. PER CU MM

Fig. 3 shows that 17 facilities for sampling the percolating liquid were In-
stalled at intervals of 5 cm In the top section of the column, and at larger
Intervals In the rest of the column. At those parts the samples were obtained
through fine needles whose-tips reached the center of the column. At each of
those sampling points a connecting tube for the respective piezometer was
Installed. Those connections, formed of epoxy-covered copper tubing, per-
mitted, through a second opening, to evacuate the air that, by forming bubbles
Inside the piezometer, would have made reading difficult. Before each ffttra-
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tion experiment the column was filled with dune sand to a height at 3.00 m
and saturated with distilled water with a head of 1,00 m above sand level.
Distilled water was allowed to flow through the column during a number of
hours, and the corresponding values of permeability coefficient K were re-
corded. Chlorella suspensions were collected from effluents of stabilization
ponds and separated by centrifugation. The algae thus separated was sus-
pended in distilled water in the proportions required to achieve the desired
initial concentration. A constant-head bottle was used to maintain a constant

CCo
V - I 00 m/<tay

R E L A T I V E CONCENTRAIION-

average initial algae concentration of 3,500 algae per cu mm using a velocity
of 1.00 rn per day (Run 4 in Fig. 7). The Influence of raising the electrical

' -"--"••• of the suspension water was examined by addition of NaCI ii.

DEPTH IN m.

FIG, 8.-CHANCES IN RELATIVE CONCENTRATION AND HEAD LOSSES WITH
DEPTH AT DIFFERENT TIMES USING VELOCITY OF 1.00 M PEIl DAY (C0 =
7,100-7,800 NO. PER CU MM

flow Into the column. Samples were taken in each experiment at different
depths and times, and the number of algae per cubic millimeter was deter-
mined in a haemacytometer cell.

Six experiments were carried out in saturated flow conditions. Four of
them were performed with an average initial algae concentration of 7,500 al-
gae per cubic mm in distilled water and using decreasing velocities of 6.00 m
per day, 4.00 m per day, 2.00 m per day and 1.00 m per day (Runs I, 2, 3, 5
shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 8 respectively). A fif th experiment was done with an

r

vity of the suspension water wno Crt«.......— .,.,
and 4; the respective concentrations being 84 mg per 1 and 140 mg

BUN N* t

LOSS OF HTAO - DEPTH CURVES

DEPTH IN m.

- FIG. 9. -CHANGES JN RELATIVE CONCENTRATION AND HEAD LOSSES WITH
DEPTH AT DIFFERENT TIMES USING VELOCITY OF 1.00 M PER DAY AND

, HIGH ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY

per l. Run 6 (Fig. 9) was carried out at a velocity of 1.00 m per day and an
initial algae concentration of 7, 500 algae per cubic mm in water with electrical
conductivity of 460 umho per cm which was considered representative of the

available for reclamation In the major urban conglomerate of Is-

•^i'-
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rael. During Run. 5, the electrical conductivity was raised as a consequence
of the addition of Inorganic salts (Sorokin & Myers solution) which were added
In order to maintain the desired algal population in the column influent. All
the experiments were performed in a temperature range of 20° C to 30° C.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Algae concentration in samples taken from the upper part of the sand
column was greater than that at the inlet. This was observed in all filtration
experiments.

The relative concentration of the algae, C/C0, as a function of depth, when

TABLE 1.-SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM ALL FILTRATION RUNS

Run
number

(1)

1

2

3

4

9

a

Filtration
velocity.

per day

«.00

4.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

t. in

(3,

0
3

9-1/1
23

0
12
20'
36
53

0
23
39
74

113

0
48
78

101
124
IBB

0
S3
91

144
196
311

0
28
47

17
12S
168

K, In

per day

(4)

35.3

32.S

37.5

30.0

21.3

30.0

Electri-
cal con-

hours por
centimeter

(SI

IB
IB

18
IB

IB
18
IB
18
18

9
n

180
160
186

300

320

Inorganic
Nutr i t ion

500
SCO
4 E O

460
480
480

C,. ifl
algae

ml l l l -
melor

(6)

8.200
8,200

6,200
8,600

7,900
7,900
8.800
8,700

-

8.900
8.300
8,700
7,660
6,800

4.800
4. BOO
4,500

4,000
3.600
2.900

7,800
7,800
7,700

7,600
7,100
6,800

B.SOO
8,500
8,500

8,100
7,600
1.400

«..

B

(1)
_

1.34

1.45
1.33

1.46
0.70
1,01
-
_

1.00
1.06
1.81
1.63
_

0.79
0,18

1.18
2.00
0.55
_

1.26
1.00

1.3B
t.65
1.38
_

—0.75

1.00
1.55
1.64

B,-"

(B)
_

0.212

0.208
0.049

_

0.492
0.059
0.143
-
_

0.63S
0.530
0.724
0.505

_

O.S91
0.655

0.855
0.933
0.277

_

0.271
0.324

0.270
0.412
0.143

_

—0.726

0.760
0.736
0.151

AH' , I

(*>
_

0.17

0.1 T
o.n

_

0.123
0.123
0.123

complete
_

0.053
0.053
0.053
0.053

_

0.033
0.033

0.033
0.033
0.033

_

0.037
0.037

0.037
0.037
0.031

_

0.033
0,033

0.033
0.033
0.033

«,.

i^/n m

HO)

0.33

0.35
1.04

^
0.12
0.32
0.92

ck«Klnit_

0.34
o.is
0.68
0.38

^
0.01
0.01

0,03
0.08
0.32

^
0.01
0.01

0.14
0.16
0.17

^
0.05
0.06

o.n
0.29
O.S7

ler volum*

the column,
In Uteri

(11)

104
110

123
149

34
50
80
81

104

14
29
40
63

; 88

31
41
S7

84
72
93

IB
83
18

93
110
146

14
23
30

39
55
6fl

1 Simple* lik'n at the 20-hr Interval In this njn produced rtry IrrrguUr nluta »nd therefore **re not con»ld-

"*" (or tne «m'"""""1 °' *•
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plotted on a semilogarithmic scale, showed very good correlation. Using th«
t-«( square line system, 15 out of 24 lines gave a regression coefficient be

'SA3
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HG. 10.-CHLORELLA CELLS SIZE DISTRIBUTION IN INFLUENT AND EFFLUENT
OF COLUMN

In lupention of
ontntugea eHlt

DMMTUOF CELU

It
. V; FIG. 11.-CHANGES IN DISTRIBUTION OF CHLORELLA SIZE DURING STORAGE r
£? DARKNESS

4tween 0.82 and 0.98, and 22 out of 24 lines have a coefficient above 0.62. T!
§alope of the lines represents the filtration coefficient, and their intersect!'
Jt/with line / = 0 gives the initial increase in algae concentration B. The equ;-
T5»»»
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tion derived for a given time in every run is very similar to Eq. 1:

£ = Be'" (5)

in which C0 = the initial concentration of algae, as measured in the liquid
above the sand column. The reduction ot the relative concentration with depth
at d i f fe ren t times of each run is shown in the upper part of Figs, 4 to 9.

Calculation, at the head Lass at dvI£creT.t Umes sho-wecl that most ol the
losses occurred within the top 5 cm of the sand column, while the gradient
In the rest of the column remained almost constant. The lower graphs in
Figs. 4 to 9 show changes in head losses along the sand column. Here the
alope of the lines indicates the head gradient, j, from Eq. 3, and their inter-
section with the line / = 0 gives the head loss in the top layer, A//0. Thus it

«*"

rffa \

nan *

uxo \<
i poo ~

7OC "t

icoo

toco

1000

TOO wo *n woo
rWE OF *tH*E IN OWKNESS- Km4

FIG. 12.-CHANGES IN NUMBER AND DIAMETER OF ALGAE KEPT IN DARKNESS

was considered convenient to use the following expression instead of Eq. 3:

Atf = jl + A//0 (6)

Asummary of all sixfiltrationruns is given in Table 1. This table includes
the data for each run, as flow velocity, sampling time, sand permeability co-
efficient and electrical conductivity of the influent and the results expressed
by Eqs. 5 and 6.

CHANCES IN ALGAE SIZE IN FILTER

Determinations of algae size distributions in the column influent and ef-
fluent showed that the average diameter of the algae decreased from 4.3 M to
3.6 n (Fig. 10). This observation was checked by placing samples of a suspen-
sion with an Ini t ia l al^ac concentration of 8,000 por cu mm in a dark Incubator
at a temperature of 25" C. Samples were taken at various time intervals In
order to count and determine the size distribution of the algae. The size char-

acteristics of the alpae at zero time were an average diameter of 4.2 n and a
standard deviation of 0.88 M (Fig. 11).

Fig. 12 shows that the retention of the suspension in darkness for only a
few hours caused an increase in the number of algae up to 10,000 per cu mm.
At the same time their diameter and distribution decreased gradually and after
90 days reached an average of 3.5 ji + 0.55 n- The algae concentration of
10,000 per cu mm remained constant for 300 hr, and only then was there a
drop in the number shown to Fig. 12. to spite ot the Jact that there were TO
nutrients in the water there were still about 1,400 algae per cu mm after 40
days, at which t ime the color of the water was slightly yellowish.

A comparison between a normal size distribution of a culture from a sta-
bilization pond, and the distribution of dark cells after storage of 260 hr in

FIG. 13.-COMPAHISON BETWEEN NORMAL CULTURE'S SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND
DARK CELL D I S T R I B U T I O N

darkness is presented in Fig. 13. This shows that the diameter of the dark
cells is smaller and that their size distribution is narrower.

CHANCES IN CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SAND

A chemical analysis of the dune sand before it was used in the experiment
showed that silica is 92.35 % of the total dry sand, CaO: 2.5 %, carbonates
(asCaCO3): 2.4 fo, A1ZO3 + Fe3O3: 0.77 %, andorganic matter less than 0.1 co.

Samples were taken from the middle of the column after the completion of
filtration in order to measure the concentration of calcium, magnesium and
carbonates. Table 2 shows how those components were changed after two fil-
tration runs were completed.

i The reduction in the concentration of calcium, magnesium and carbonates
tin the sand after fil tration could be explained by the fact that algae in dark-
tness evolve COa , which causes the transformation of carbonates into soluble
'.blcarbonates.

ANALYSIS

Algae developing In stabilization ponds can be considered to be in various
stages of growth, influenced by differences in light penetration. In general,
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from theoretical considerations, It can be assumed that for cells exposed to
high Illumination levels the initial growth value tf.used In Eq. 5, will tend to
approach 2, while for cells exposed to lower illumination levels, or in the
dark, B will be closer to L.

As an example, the examination of liquid from the pond used as source of
algae for these investigations showed algal populations consisting of cells the
size of which ranged from 3 ji to 6 (i, with an average or 4.3 ti. That popula-
tion Included both large light cells and smaller dark cells. When algae from
that source were resuspended in water and stored in a dark incubator, the
number of algae was initially increased by a factor of 1.25, remaining after-
wards constant for a period of 15 days, afterwhich it decreased. Observations
carried out during the f irs t 10 days of storage showed that the average size of
the cells decreased to 3.5 jx, with a narrower size distribution than in the
original suspension.

Those findings may also explain the results of examination of algae size
carried out in relation to filtration of algal suspensions through sand. As
darkness prevails in the sand fi l ter , when algal breakthrough occurs after
protracted f i l t ra t ion , cells of smaller size than those in the original suspen-

TABLE 2.-DIFFERENCES IN COMPOSITION OF DUNE SAND FOLLOWING
FILTRATION

Sand components

(1)
Carbonates

Calcium

Magnesium

Before filtration

(2)
18.92

16.00

0.73

After Filtration

v = 4 m per day
t « 50 hr

(3)
16.72

12.40 •

0.61

v = 2 m per day
t = 113 hr

w
15.86

13. GG

0.58

sion appear in the eff luent . Fig. 10 shows that the average sl7.e of algae pres-
ent In the e f f luen t Is 3 .CM. Thiscloselyapproaches the value of 3.5 fi obtained
alter dark stornge in the experiment previously mentioned.

Computation of the average of values of 13 corresponding to all the filtra-
tion runs as shown in Table 1 gives n = 1.25. This coincides with the valueof
B obtained In the dark storage experiment.

Some of the algae accumulates in the upper layer of the sand and causes
local head losses there, which increase with time. A small number of algae
Is adsorbed by the sand in the deeper layers, but this does not effect the hy-
draulic gradient, j, along the column, and it remains constant for each test
run.

The remainder of the algae pass through the sand and leave the column
with the effluent. Both the algae concentration in the effluent and the head
losses in the upper layer, d//0, depend on the filtration efficiency of the sand
expressed by \. The latter varies with flow velocity v, and filtration time t.
The influence of time and velocity can be represented by a single parameter
vt, which is, in effect, the quantity of water that passes through a uni t area
of the sand surface at a given time /.

The accumulation of clogging i//0, and changes in the efficiency coefficient

X, plotted against the parameter vt, are given in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively.
These, curves represent the results of all the filtration experiments in the
column. The curves in Fig. 14 show that the clogging of the sand surface in-
creases exponentially with the quantity ot -water that passes through it. This

O l 2 J 4 5 S 7 9 9 1 0 H 1 2 U I 4
WATER VOLUME WflCH FKSSED A UMT AREA OF SAMJ 5JW»CE IN m'/rn'

FIG. 14.-Aff VERSUS SUSPENSION VOLUMN PASSED THE SAND

C/Co i Bp"

WATEfJ VOLUME WHCM PASSED A LMT AREA OF SAND SURF*C£ IN ns'hW

: HG. 15.-EFFICIENCY VERSUS SUSPENSION VOLUME PASSED SAND

corresponds to Eq, 4. Run 5 was considerably longer than the others (311 hr)
'and a large number of samples were extracted from the upper portion of the

• sand column, removing therefore a significant amount of retained solids.
'-This explains the irregular shape of the corresponding curve in Fig. 14.
"*>

t-

*
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from theoretical considerations, tt can be assumed that for cells exposed to
high I l luminat ion levels the initial growth value Bt used in Eq. 5, will tend to
approach 2, while for cells exposed to lower illumination levels, or jn the
dark, B will be closer to 1.

As an example, the examination of liquid from the pond used as source of
algae for these Investigations showed algal populations consisting of cells the
size of which ranged from 3 u. to 6 M, with an average of 4.3 \i. That popula-
tion included both large light cells and smaller dark cells. When algae from
that source were resuspended in water and stored in a dark incubator, the
number of algae was initially increased by a factor of 1.25, remaining after-
wards constant for a period of 15 days, after which it decreased. Observations
carried out during the first tO days of storage showed that the average size of
the cells decreased to 3.5 M, with a narrower size distribution than in the
original suspension.

Those f indings may also explain the results of examination of algae size
carried out in relation to f i l t rat ion of algal suspensions through sand. As
darkness prevails in the sand f i l t e r , when algal breakthrough occurs after
protracted fi l tration, cells of smaller size than those in the original susperi-

TABLE 2.-DIFFERENCES IN COMPOSITION' OF DUNE SAND FOLLOWING
FILTRATION

Sand components

(1)
Carbonates

Calcium

Magnesium

Before filtration

(2)

18.92

16.00

0.73

Alter Filtration
v = 4 m per day

t = 50 hr
(3)

16.72

12. -10

0,61

i> - 2 m per day
( = 113 Jir

(4)
15.&R

13.6G

0.58

sion appear in the ef f luent . Fig. 10 shows that the average size of alpae pres-
ent in the e f f luen t is3.6fi. This closely approaches the value of 3.5;j obtained
after dark storage In the experiment previously mentioned.

Computation of the average o{ values of B corresponding to all the filtra-
tion runs as shown in Table 1 gives D = 1.25. This coincides with the valueof
B obtained in the dark storage experiment.

Some of the algae accumulates in the upper layer of the sand and causes
local head losses there, which increase with time. A small number of algae
is adsorbed by the sand in the deeper layers, but this does not effect the hy-
draulic gradient, j, along the column, and it remains constant for each test
run.

The remainder of the algae pass through the sand and leave the column
with the eff luent . Both the algae concentration in the e f f luen t and the head
losses in the upper layer, &//0, depend on the filtration efficiency of the sand
expressed by X. The latter varies with flow velocity i>, and fi l t rat ion t ime /.
The influence of t ime and velocity can be represented by a single parameter
vt, which is, in effect, the quantity of water that passes through a unit area
of the sand surface at a given time t.

The accumulation of clogging A//0,and changes in the efficiency coefficient

SA 3 CHLORELLA FILTRATION

X plotted against the parameter vt, are given in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively.
These curves represent the results of all the filtration experiments in the
tolumn. The curves in Fig. 14 show that the clogging of the sand surface in-
creases exponentially with tho quantity of water that passes through it. This

WATER V O L U M E WHICH F*SS£0 A UMT *RW OF SMC 3JW«CE IN m'/rn-

FIG. 14.-<aWn VERSUS SUSPENSION* VOLUMN PASSED THE SAND

"Of 2 1 4 ~ s $ i » 9 to
WATER VOLUME W.KCH PASSED A UNIT AREA OF SAND SURFACE IN mVm1

>
l' FIG. 15.-EFFICIENCY VERSUS SUSPENSION VOLUME PASSED SAND

.corresponds to Eq. 4. Run 5 was considerably longer than the others (311 hr)
a large number of samples were extracted from the upper portion of the

column, removing therefore a significant amount o! retained solids,
explains the irregular shape of the corresponding curve in Fig. 14.
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The tines A * /{r/) in Fig. 15 show similar stages to those shown by
Ivcs (Fig. 2). There is a slight rise in the curve at the start, which repre-
sents the "ripening; period" of. the fi l ter. This rise is higher when the elec-
trical conductivity of the water is high, due to the cations content. Then it
reaches a peak of maximum efficiency which is followed by a drop in the ef-
ficiency and a corresponding steep rise in AHQ in Fig. 14. A complete clog-
ging of sand column occurs when the head losses along the sand are equal to
the column length. As a 3,0-m column was used, Eq. 6 shows that A = 0 when

(7}

In three tests the electrical conductivity was increased after a lowering in
the efficiency was observed. As a result the "ripening" activity was renewed
at an increased rate and the new values of Xmax obtained were higher than the
ones obtained before the increased electrical conductivity. It was observed
that the value of A increases as the flow velocity decreases and as the initial
algae concentration is smaller.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In order to study processes occurring when effluents of stabilization ponds
are used in artificial groundwater recharge, algae fil tration experiments were
conducted using a long column fi l led wi th dune sand.

Under conditions of darkness, such as those prevailing in the experimental
setup, chlorella cells divide into smaller dark cells, and their size distribu-
tion range becomes narrower. Consequently, the efficiency of filtration is
decreased.

For all fi l tration velocities used in the work reported herein, ranging
from L m per day to 6 m per day, the retention of algae occurred mostly at
the upper part of the sand column, where the increments of head losses were
observed. The hydraulic gradient remained practically constant in the rest of
the column.

Results of the algae filtration experiments showed that changes of the rel-
ative concentration of algae as a function ol depth closely corresponded with
a filtration equation proposed by Ives, when a coefficient 5 was introduced to
account for algae multiplication.

In comparison with river bank sand generally used as a fi l ter medium,
dune sand, being of maritime origin, contains a much higher proportion of
calcium carbonate. As a consequence of algae respiration COj is evolved,
•which transforms the calcium into soluble bicarbonate. This changes the
characterization of the medium and increases the hardness of the percolating
water.

The effect of cation concentration in the water on the efficiency of filtra-
tion was clearly shown. The addition of cations to filtrating water produced
significant increases in that efficiency.

Results of the experiments showed that when lower velocities were used,
larger quantities of water could be fil tered and the f i l t rat ion efficiency was
better. With other conditions equal, higher filtration was obtained with lower
Initial concentrations of the suspension.

\
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APPENDIX II.—NOTATION

The following symbols are used In this paper:

:£ B = Initial increase in algae concentration;



r.

c =
$> =

c =
0 =
6 *

e =
v =
r =
X =

o =
<7 =
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concentration of algae cells, in numbers per cubic mill imcter-
imtial concentration, in numbers per cubic mil l imeter-
coefficient; '
cell diameter, in microns;
average cell diameter, in microns;
head losses, in centimeters;
head losses in the top layer, in centimeters-
head losses at time ( = 0;
Brocher's filtration index;
hydraulic gradient;
hydraulic gradient of clean sand;
sand permeability coefficient, in' meters per day-
constant;
depth, in centimeters;
velocity, in meters per day;
total water volume, in cubic meters;
fil ter coefficient, one per centimeter;
clean filter coefficient;
specific deposit; and
coefficient.
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WATER QUALITY; COST BENEFITS OF IRREDUCIBLES

By Ralph Stone,1 F. ASCE, William Garber,1 F. ASCE and
Helen Friedland3

QUESTIONNAIRE

The ASCE Committee on Sewerage and Sewage Treatment designed a ques-
tionnaire, see Fig. 1, for distribution to the Sanitary Engineering Division
membership. It was included in the Division's Newsletter of early spring,
1969. The purpose of the questionnaire was twofold: (1) To determine the
membership's attitudes and opinions concerning existing and future research
and development work, the social and economic value of alternative beneficial
uses of the Nation's water resources, and a few general questions relating to
the respondent's Immediate operational experience; and (2) To demonstrate
an algorithmic technique for quantifying nondeterministic or probabilistic data.

Cost-benefit decision making based on measured data is frequently impos-
sible for thefollowing reasons: (1) Accurate data may be lacking; (2) the values
to be determined may be qualitative;and(3)decisions by definition interrelate
with the future, and therefore, with unknown factors. The most important de-
cisions, such as the declaration of war, the election of a president, or the es-
tablishment of fiscal priorities, require value judgments. Similarly, policy
concerning alternative water resource use or research and development pror
grams must also be based, at least in part, on value judgment.

The present questionnaire study was based on both an algorithmic mathe-
matical formulation (2), and the Delphi Method (1) developed by the Rand
Corporation. Both concepts were tested and found support for three basic
premises: (1) The opinions of a large sample of informed persons have sig-
nificant value; (2) qualitative judgments can be quantified by the use of an ab-
stract scale of relative values; and (3) averaging, ranking, and normalizing

Note.—Discussion open un t i l November 1, 1970. To extend the closing date one
month, a wri t ten request must be f i led with the Executive Secretary, ASCE. This paper
la part o[ the copyrighted Journal of the Sanitary Engineering Division, Proceedings of
the American Society of Civ i l Engfrieers, Vol. 96, No. SA3, June, 1970. Manuscript was
submitted for review for possible publication on October 28, 1969.

1Pres.. Ralph Stone & Co., Inc.. Los Angeles. Cal i f . ; and Chairman. Sewerage and
Sewage Treatment Committee.

2Head. Editorial Croup.
• * 3Sr. StaJf Economist. Ralph Stone t Co., Inc. Engineers, Los Angeles, Calif.
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CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
Environmental Planning Division

I
MEMORANDUM

TO: Carl Noyes/JMCA |

FROM: William Swanson/Robert Kimball/CDM ' —

DATE: September 19, 1979 - - •

SUBJECT: Lake Cochituate - Rapid Sand (or other media) Filters for •
Algae Filtration B

1. Cost ' §

We developed a preliminary cost curve for the unit process of filtration. ~
This is attached. It does not include intake and discharge piping or I
site work, which is necessary no matter which process we use. Cost of B
dewatering the backwash solids is also not included.

2. Operational Problems and Considerations |

A. Disposal of large volumes of backwash water may represent —
a problem. This dilute "sludge11 must be thickened and I
possibly dried on drying beds. The sidestream ..from the
thickening and-dewatering process may be rich in dissolved
nutrients and BOD and probably should go to the MDC sewer. •

On the other hand, dead algae on the drying beds will stink.
They should be useful as a soil conditioner or soil •
amendment if the odor can be controlled. |

B. A plant of this size requires skilled staff. This does not _
fit with the seasonal operating nature of the facility. I

C. Seasonal variation in algae growth levels means that removal
levels cannot be guaranteed from year to year. •

D. Different types and sizes of algae will filter at
different rates. Camp & Meserve (1974) reported the
following: i

Most a lgae are strained out of the water in a
sand filter in close proximity to the surface •
of the sand. The penetration is much deeper •
in rapid filters than in slow sand filters
because of the larger grain size and much •
higher filter rate, but high concentrations |
of algae applied to a rapid filter will never-
theless seriously reduce the length of —
filter runs. The pore constrictions in a I
filter are about one tenth the m

size of the grains. In a rapid filter
with 0.5 mm grains, the size of the pore I
constrictions is about 50 urn. Thus some I
Chlorella. 2 to 10 urn in size, and Scenedesmus, i
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CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
Environmental Planning Division

I
I

Memorandum i
TO: Carl Noyes
DATE: September 19, 1979 - 2 - - _

7 to 10 urn in size, may pass through. Tabellaria,
4 to 16 urn by 20 to 80 urn, will collect near •
the top of the filter bed, while Anabaena, B
Asterionella, Fragilaria, Synura, and Sy nedra
will collect in, and on, the top layer of sand. «

Considerable difficulty has been experienced
with the growth of algae and other microorganisms
in the top sand and on top of slow sand filters. I
These growths shorten filter runs and produce •
odors; and when the organisms die, their
decomposition results in additional odors and •
increases the ammonia content of the water. |
The only apparent remedy is frequent scraping
of the bed. Prechlorination will kill the •
organisms, but this will intensify the chlorinous I
odors. Algae will also shorten filter runs
with rapid filters, but the other difficulties
are not encountered because the organisms are I
washed out of the beds during backwashing. ' I

E. Mats of accumulated algae on the sand filter surface •
(Schmutzdecke) initially serve to enhance the |
filtering efficiency, however, as these mats thicken
it tends to impede filtration. Whipple (1927)
reported the following: .

Samples of scum taken from various filters in
practical operation have yielded microscopic
organisms in numbers that range from a few
thousand to several million per square centimeter
of surface area. The presence of these organisms
aids filtration in a certain sense by forming
over the sand a tenacious surface scum that
constitutes an excellent filtering medium.
This Schmutzdecke, however, is built up to a
sufficient degree even in the absence of algae
and accumulations of organisms upon the sand are,
on the whole, likely to do more harm than good.
They cause the filter to clog more quickly .
than it otherwise would, and, therefore,
increase the cost of operation. In the presence
of sunlight algae sometimes interfere with
filtration in another way. In the course
of photosynthesis and respiration they produce
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CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
Erwuonnierital Planning DiviVOn

Memorandum

TO: Carl Noyes
DATE: September 19, 1979 - 3 -

oxygen and C0~. When their growth is vigorous
the amount of gas liberated by them sometimes
becomes so great that masses of the organisms
are lifted from the sand layer and float to
the surface of the water. Spots of sand are
then left bare and the viater filters through
them more rapidly than elsewhere in the filter
and at a higher rate than desirable for good
filtration. Filtration then becomes imperfect.
It seems probable, also, that decomposition
of the organisms at the surface affects the
filtered water unfavorably. When filters
are covered, chlorophyllaceous organisms do
not grow on the sand surface. Those which are
found there represent accumulations of cell?
strained from the raw water.

F. Should the filter become anaerobic,growths of iron
bacteria have been observed in the underdrains which
could cause clogging (Whipple, 1927).
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